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\textbf{Abstract}

The importance of aerodynamics in cycling is not a recent discovery. Already in the late 1800s it was recognized as a main source of resistance in cycling. This knowledge was only rediscovered in the late 1970s and 1980s, when aerodynamic concepts were applied to bicycle equipment and cyclist positions, leading to new world hour records and Olympic medals. The renewed interest for cycling aerodynamics is significantly growing with the production of a vast literature, focused on increasing the comprehension of cycling aerodynamics and on improving the aerodynamics of bicycle equipment. Finding the connection between the different subfields of cycling aerodynamics and linking new research with past discoveries is crucial to efficiently drive future studies. Therefore, the present paper provides a comprehensive review of the history and the state-of-the-art in cycling aerodynamics, focusing on one of its main aspects: the bicycle. First, a short history of the bicycle is presented. Next, some cycling power models are outlined and assessment methods for aerodynamic drag are discussed, along with their main advantages and disadvantages. The core of this review paper addresses the components constituting the bicycle: frame and tubes, wheels, handlebar and other equipment. Finally, some future perspectives on bicycle aerodynamics are provided.

1. Introduction

Aerodynamic resistance is a core focus in cycling as it is responsible for about 90% of the total resistance at speeds larger than 40 km/h on flat terrain (Grappe et al., 1997; Kyle and Burke, 1984). The majority of modern bicycles and cyclist postures are therefore optimized in terms of aerodynamic resistance: this optimization can be the result of wind tunnel tests (WT), computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations or field tests.

The importance of aerodynamics in cycling was clearly demonstrated by Moser’s world hour record (Hinault and Genzling, 1988), achieved using a bicycle and a position developed by means of WT tests and using a special set of so-called ‘lenticular’ wheels. However, this bicycle was neither the first one to be studied and developed using a WT nor the first one using aerodynamic equipment: aerodynamically shaped frame-tubes and handlebar, recessed cables and aerodynamic water bottles were already in use. To the best of our knowledge, the first WT tests on cyclists date back to the mid-1950s, when Kawamura (1953, reported in Kyle, 1979) and Nonweiler (1956) tested both scaled models and real cyclists and reported an impact of cyclist position on the bicycle and an aerodynamic drag increase when wearing fluttering clothing. This indicates that the awareness about the impact of the frontal area and the influence of clothing on cyclist total resistance was already present. Moreover, aerodynamic equipment, like Lycra skinsuits and streamlined tubes for cycling frames, started to become commercially available already in late 1970s. Despite their availability, this aerodynamic equipment did not create an immediate breakthrough in cycling: for instance Moser’s bicycle still had round tubes (Hinault and Genzling, 1988).

Studies and aerodynamic equipment applied to cycling are not only limited to the last decades but they were already present in the late 19th century. The inventions of disc and four-spoke wheels are indeed early examples of aerodynamic equipment. Furthermore, drafting races, where a cyclist was riding behind tandem cyclists, motorcycles or even trains, were common in that period and these were attended by several thousands of spectators (Ritchie, 2011). New bicycle designs were proposed as well, such as recumbent bicycles in 1895 (von Salvisberg, 1897; Wilson, 2004) and streamlined enclosures in 1913 (Schmitz, 1990). Moreover, the first simplified mathematical models of forces acting on cyclists also became available at that time (Bourlet, 1894) and these models showed the large impact of aerodynamics on cyclist performance.

At present, a lot of research on cycling aerodynamics has been...
performed and published and this includes a few review papers covering the state-of-the-art in cycling aerodynamics. To the best of our knowledge, Lukes et al. (2005) was the first to present such a review, summarizing the latest findings from the aerodynamic investigations of different cycling equipment and cyclist positions. Later Gibertini and Grassi (2008) provided an additional review of cycling aerodynamics focused on the work performed at their institution. Most recently, Crouch et al. (2017) provided a review paper including the most recent results obtained by means of WT tests, CFD simulations and field tests. However these very valuable reviews focused mainly on the state-of-the-art and on recent developments in cycling aerodynamics and provided only little or no information on the historical developments that have led to the present-day state-of-the-art. In addition, the field of cycling aerodynamics is developing at an ever increasing pace, with many relevant studies appearing in the past few years that were not yet included in any review paper. Moreover, the interest for aerodynamics has also been growing in para-cycling recently (e.g. Belloli et al., 2014; Mannion et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2019c).

The aim of the present review paper therefore is to provide a comprehensive review of the history and the state-of-the-art in cycling aerodynamics combined with perspectives for future research. In particular, this review paper focuses on bicycle aerodynamics, with particular focus on racing bicycle aerodynamics, which includes the aerodynamics of the frame, wheels, handlebar and other small equipment. It will be shown that the earliest reported work where cycling aerodynamics was considered dates back to the 19th century. The aerodynamic development in early cycling is then linked to the current state-of-the art of modern aerodynamics, which is systematically described together with its impact on bicycle performance. Finally, the missing links in the present knowledge on bicycle aerodynamics are discussed and ongoing research as well as perspectives for future research are described.

The paper is structured in five main sections. Section 2 presents a short historical review of the bicycle, from the “Laufmaschine” to the modern bicycle. Section 3 provides basic information about the forces acting on cyclists, including mathematical models and the available methods to measure these forces. Section 4 focuses on the aerodynamics of the components constituting the bicycle: frame, wheels, handlebar as well as smaller components that may influence the total drag. Finally, Section 5 contains a summary with conclusions and future perspectives.

2. A short history of the bicycle

“Mater artium necessitas”; “Necessity is the mother of invention” - William Horman, 1519

2.1. The Laufmaschine

The years between 1812 and 1816 were characterized by bad agricultural harvests in Northern Europe and North America, with a consequent rise of corn and oat prices. The peak was reached in 1817, after the so-called “year without a summer”, caused by the 1815 eruption of Mount Tambora in Indonesia (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). The quest for a horse-less means of transport in a bad harvest period, together with the Napoleonic wars, are probably some of the reasons that pushed the twenty-eight-year-old Baron Karl von Drais to develop new driving machines in 1813 (Lessing, 2001). Citing Drais’ words: “In wartime, when horses and their fodder often become scarce, a small fleet of such wagons [note by the present authors: i.e. Drais’ four wheel machine] at each corps could be important, especially for dispatches over short distances and for carrying the wounded” (Drais, 1816, reported in Hadland and Lessing, 2014).

Drais designed his first two wheeler machine around 1817 (Fig. 1a), which was initially named “Fahrmachine” and later “Laufmaschine” (running machine) and is also known as “Velocipede” or “Draisine” in England and “Draisienne” in France (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). The idea to switch from a three or four-wheel driving machine to a two-wheeler machine came to Drais’ mind by observing ice skaters (Drais, 1817, reported in Lessing, 2003a). Indeed, the balancing system used on a Draisienne resembled the balancing technique of ice skaters. However, this system made the two-wheel machines difficult to ride for a large part of the population.

The “Laufmaschine” was composed by two wooden wheels held together with iron hoops (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). The propulsion was achieved not by a pedaling system but by direct contact of the feet to the ground. The first public ride of Drais’ two-wheeler machine occurred on 12th June 1817. Almost 13 km were traveled in less than 1 h, in the surroundings of Mannheim. This machine became popular also outside Germany and was also used in countries like France, England and the United States (Hadland and Lessing, 2014).

The “Laufmaschine” users were generally riding on sidewalks instead of carriageways, as it was easier to keep their balance on a good shaped sidewalk than on a carriageway. However, the presence of the Laufmaschine on sidewalks created danger for the pedestrians and pushed several municipalities to forbid the use of the Laufmaschine on sidewalks and inside cities, causing a drop of its use and its popularity already around 1820 (Hadland and Lessing, 2014; Lessing, 2003b).

2.2. Towards the contemporary bicycle

The evolution from this first Laufmaschine towards the modern bicycle lasted about 80 years and several inventions occurred during this process. Three inventions are considered to be fundamental: the pedaling propulsion, the tension wire spoking for wheels and the indirect rear wheel drive.

![Fig. 1. (a) Draisienne bicycle (source: Sharp, 1896); (b) Lallemand’s patent of a pedaling system applied to a Draisienne (source: Lallemand, 1866).](image-url)
The first step towards the modern bicycle was established by the introduction of pedaling propulsion. This was achieved by a crank. However, the importance of this step was not the crank itself but the concept of “balancing while cranking” (Hadland and Lessing, 2014; Lessing, 1996). The identity of the true inventor of this driving mechanism is not clear. The dispute about this invention is mainly between Pierre Michaux and Pierre Lallement and several historians have debated it (Hadland and Lessing, 2014; Herlihy, 2004; Wilson, 2004; Woodforde, 1980). One of the few trusted sources about this invention is Lallement’s USA patent of a front driven “velocipede”, see Fig. 1b (US patent 59,915; November 1866).

The second step was the introduction of the wire wheels. This invention was directly connected to the quest for faster bicycles, since cycling races started to gain popularity in the 1860s (Ritchie, 2011). It is worth noting that at that time “the bicycle was inseparable from the idea of speed” (Kobayashi, 1993, reported in Ritchie, 2011), therefore there was a large demand of innovation in cycling, which could be satisfied only in countries with a large industrial capacity where the bicycle use also spread quicker (Ritchie, 2011). The pedaling system described above was directly connected to the front wheel (Sharp, 1896) thus it had an important limitation: the ratio between the wheel and crank revolution was fixed to one. Therefore the quest for faster bicycles directed the search towards increasing the wheel diameter and thus the path length traveled per unit crank revolution. The manufacturing of larger wheels became only possible after the introduction of the wire wheels: in these wheels the spokes work in traction rather than in compression. The introduction of this tension spoking not only enabled the production of larger wheels but also decreased their weight and removed the buckling problem suffered by compression spokes (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). The wired tension wheel inventor was Eugene Meyer (Hadland and Lessing, 2014), with the 1868 French patent number 86,705 (Fig. 2a). This wheel type was further improved by introducing a tangential “lever bar” designed to tighten all the spokes at once (Herlihy, 2004) (Fig. 2b). This system was mounted on the Ariel bike (Fig. 2b), patented in 1870 by James Starley and William Hillman (British patent number 2,236). Starley was also the first to place the spokes tangential to the hub. This mechanism was described in the 1874 British patent number 3,959 (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). Using this spoke configuration, the forces were acting parallel to the spokes, avoiding the creation of a bending moment which was often responsible for the breaking of radial spokes. Bicycles using these wheels were named “High wheeler”, “Ordinary” or “Penny-Farthing” (Heijmans and Mallon, 2011; Ritchie, 2011; Wilson, 2004). The latter name, “Penny-Farthing”, referred to the shape of two coins used in Great Britain, the penny and the farthing (quarter-penny) (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). These coins had a large difference in diameter, referring to the difference in diameter between the front and rear wheel of the high wheeler bicycles, respectively up to 1.5 m and about 0.4 m (Boardman, 2015; Hadland and Lessing, 2014). The use of the high wheeler bicycles spread in Europe and the United States for about thirty years, thanks to the higher cycling speed that could be achieved. As a result of this increased cycling speed, the number and type of races increased, leading also to the first world hour record. This record was achieved by Frank Dodds in 1876 using a high wheeler bicycle and riding a total of 26,508 m in 1 h (Heijmans and Mallon, 2011), see Fig. 3. Actually, there were other cyclists that conducted a similar race, prior to Dodds’ record. John Thomas Johnson rode his high wheeler bicycle for a total of 22,785 km in 1 h already in 1870 (Kyle and Bassett, 2002). However, according to Kyle and Bassett (2002), only from 1876 the “hour records were kept faithfully”, therefore, here the record of Dodds is considered to be the first world hour record. However, these high wheeler bicycles were considered dangerous and common accidents were over-the-handlebar falls, also called “headers”, “croppers” or “imperial crown” (Earl of Albemarle and Hillier, 1896). Moreover, the large front wheel caused problems of maneuverability and steering. Therefore many bicycle designers started to focus on creating safer bicycles.

The third step in bicycle progress was the invention of the indirect

![Fig. 2.](image-url)  
(a) Drawings included in Meyer’s French patent (number 86,705) of a bicycle wheel with tension radial spokes; (b) “Ariel” bicycle with a pair of lever tension wheels (source: Starley and Hillman, 1870; reproduced with permission from “Veteran-Cycle Club online library”).
driving system, which enabled a rear wheel propulsion thus avoiding the need of a large and dangerous front wheel. This propulsion type could be achieved in several ways, for instance using lever and crank drives, swinger lever and linear drives, belt, pulleys as well as shaft drives and spur gear drives (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). Nevertheless the most successful indirect driving system, used up to the present day, was the chain drive. Several patents appeared around the mid-1860s, however the bush roller (1880) and block roller (1885) chains of Hans Renold became the commercial standard for track racers and non-racing cycles (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). In the years between 1876 and 1885, many bicycle manufacturers built new and safer bicycles, called “safety” bicycles, with an indirect front or rear wheel driven propulsion, which facilitated the use of smaller wheels. In particular, the bicycles with rear wheel driven propulsion enabled the use of two wheels of similar dimensions and a lower saddle placed in the middle of the wheelbase. The first rear-driving “safety” bicycle was invented by Henry John Lawson in 1879 (Sharp, 1896) carrying the British patent 3,934. This bicycle was named “Bicyclette” for the French market (Hadland and Lessing, 2014). However, the first rear drive bicycle that gained large success was the “Rover safety” of John Kemp Starley and William Sutton in 1885 (Sharp, 1896). The second version of this bike was the prototype of the modern rear drive bicycle (Sharp, 1896). The two models are shown in Fig. 4a and b, together with a 1898 racing model with dropped handlebar and pneumatic tire (Fig. 4c), the latter invented by Dunlop in 1888 (Wilson, 2004). The introduction of safety bicycles represented one of the biggest breakthroughs in cycling history. In the period between 1888 and only 10 years later, the world hour record was broken five times and the traveled distance increased by more than 8 km (Fig. 3).

3. Models and methods

This section discusses the forces acting on a cyclist and describes the cycling power model developed by Martin et al. (1998) (Subsection 3.1). The cycling power model developed by Bourlet (1894) is also introduced, since it represents one of the earliest known cycling power models (Subsection 3.2). The reason cycling mathematical models are created is because they enable a better understanding of how a change in a specific parameter, for instance weight, aerodynamics or training, can influence the overall performance of a cyclist, as done by Jeukendrup and Martin (2001). Lastly, the methods available for the assessment of aerodynamic forces are discussed (Subsection 3.3).

3.1. Cycling power model

The physics of a cyclist riding a bicycle follows the laws from classical mechanics including Newton’s second law:

$$\sum \vec{F} = m \cdot \vec{a}$$

which states that an acceleration, $\vec{a}$, occurs every time the forces $\vec{F}$, propulsive and resistive, are out of balance. Here the mass, $m$, is considered a proportionality constant. In Fig. 5, the forces and moments acting on the combined cyclist-bicycle system are shown. These forces are the aerodynamic drag, $F_D$; the aerodynamic moment acting on the rotating wheels, $M_{ad}$; the rolling resistance of the wheels moving on the ground, $F_{rr}$; and the bearing friction in the wheels, $F_{wb}$. In addition, when a slope of angle $\alpha$ is present, the weight $W$ has a component $W \sin \alpha$ along the direction of motion thus slowing down or accelerating the cyclist-bicycle system when riding uphill or downhill, respectively. The slope, or grade,
is also indicated with the symbol “s” and it is equal to the rise over run ratio:

\[ s = \frac{\text{rise}}{\text{run}} = \tan(\alpha) \]  

(2)

Often the balance in Eq. (1) is expressed in terms of power since the power generated by a cyclist can be measured easily using power sensors connected to the bicycle. In general, a power model equates the available power, thus the power generated by a cyclist, and the needed power to cycle at a given speed:

\[ P_{\text{available}} \cdot \eta = P_{\text{needed}} \]  

(3)

where \( \eta \) is the efficiency of the cyclist power transmission from crank over chain and rear wheel, which is connected to the friction in the drivetrain. The power needed includes five terms (Eq. (4)), namely the power loss due to aerodynamic drag, \( P_{\text{ad}} \); due to rolling resistance, \( P_{\text{rr}} \); due to friction in wheel bearings, \( P_{\text{wb}} \); due to a change in potential energy thus due to terrain slopes, \( P_{\text{pe}} \); and due to changes in kinetic energy, \( P_{\text{ke}} \). The latter term represents the power to accelerate or the power that becomes available when the system decelerates. These terms are described in detail by Martin et al. (1998). The complete equation for the power needed is reported in Eq. (5) and its simplified version for cases with slope \( s \) smaller than 10% is given in Eq. (6).

\[ P_{\text{needed}} = P_{\text{ad}} + P_{\text{rr}} + P_{\text{wb}} + P_{\text{pe}} + P_{\text{ke}} \]  

(4)

\[ P_{\text{needed}} = 0.5 \rho V_g^2 (C_{DA} A + F_a) + V_g \cos(\tan^{-1}(s)) C_{rr} mg + V_g (91 + 8.7 \cdot V_g) \cdot 10^{-3} + V_g \sin(\tan^{-1}(s)) mg + 0.5 \left( \frac{m \partial V_g^2}{\partial t} + \frac{l \partial V_{\text{r}}^2}{\partial t} \right) \]  

for \( s < 10\% \)  

(5)

\( P_{\text{ad}} \) depends on the density \( \rho \), the relative velocity component in the riding direction \( V_a \), which is a function of the riding velocity \( V_g \) and the external wind component, the drag coefficient \( C_{DA} \), the frontal area \( A \), and the rotational drag area \( F_a \); \( P_{\text{rr}} \) depends on \( V_g \) and the rolling resistance coefficient \( C_{rr} \) and the component of the weight \( W \) perpendicular to the ground, where \( W \) is expressed by the product between the combined cyclist-bicycle mass \( m \) and the gravitational acceleration \( g \). \( P_{\text{wb}} \) is expressed by an empirical formula where only the riding velocity is expressed as a variable (Dahn et al., 1991; Martin et al., 1998). \( P_{\text{pe}} \) is a function of the riding velocity and the weight component parallel to the ground. Lastly, \( P_{\text{ke}} \) has a translational and rotational component. It is a function of \( V_g \), \( m \), wheel radius \( r \), wheel moment of inertia \( I \) and the time derivative of the squared riding velocity \( V_{\text{r}} \).

In the following three subsections, brief descriptions of aerodynamic power losses, aerodynamic forces and moments as well as the available power are provided.

3.1.1. Power loss due to aerodynamics

The aerodynamic power loss consists of a translational and a rotational component. The translational power loss refers to the power associated with the forward movement of the combined cyclist-bicycle system, while the rotational power loss refers to the power needed to keep the wheel spinning, thus associated with the power loss by the aerodynamic moment \( M_{\text{ad}} \) acting on the two wheels. To the best of our knowledge, the aerodynamic moment \( M_{\text{ad}} \) has only been measured or computed on isolated wheels (e.g. Jermy et al., 2008; Kyle, 1995b; Malizia and Blocken, 2020). The main limitation when testing/simulating isolated wheels is that the influence of the rider and bicycle on the measured/computed aerodynamic moment of the wheel is neglected. This limitation is mainly affecting the rear wheel, which is located in the wake of several bicycle components and of the cyclist’s legs.

The total aerodynamic power loss was already presented in Eq. (5), but it is repeated below to highlight its translational and rotational constituents, respectively \( P_{\text{ad}} \) and \( P_{\text{ad},r} \):

\[ P_{\text{ad}} = P_{\text{ad},t} + P_{\text{ad},r} = 0.5 \rho V_g^2 C_{DA} A + 0.5 \rho V_g^2 V_g F_a \]  

(7)

In this equation, the effect of external wind is included inside the relative velocity component in the riding direction, \( V_g \). This velocity is equal to the sum of the riding velocity \( V_s \) and the wind velocity component in the cyclist travelling direction \( V_{w,a} \) (Martin et al., 1998), as shown in Fig. 6 and Eq. (8):

\[ V_g = V_s + V_{w,a} = V_s + V_e \cos(\theta) \]  

(8)

where \( \psi \) is the yaw angle between the riding velocity \( V_s \) and the relative speed \( V_e \), and \( \theta \) is the angle between the riding velocity \( V_s \) and the wind velocity \( V_e \). Strictly, the drag coefficient \( C_{DA} \) is also a function of the external wind direction, however this dependence is often neglected (e.g. Cummings, 1997; Iníguez-De-La-Torre and Iníguez, 2006; Ivhan, 1984). Research has however shown that the presence of crosswind has an impact on the measured forces and moments (e.g. Barry et al., 2012; Kyle, 1991a; Mannion et al., 2019b). This influence is highly dependent on the type of bicycle, equipment and cyclist position employed. Moreover, the probability for a cyclist to ride at a given yaw angle not only depends on the wind direction and magnitude, but also on the cyclist traveling speed. For example, Cooper (2003) stated that a road vehicle travelling at 13.41 m/s, similar to professional cyclist’s speed, has only 10% probability to exceed yaw angles of 16°. When a wind speed of 3.13 m/s is assumed, i.e. the North-American annual mean wind speed at around 2 m height, and a wind direction equally probable from all directions. Note that in some studies, where the impact of crosswind on cycling was investigated, the resulting velocity \( V_r \) (for example Barry et al., 2012; Crane and Morton, 2018; Fintelman et al., 2015; Greenwell et al., 1995) or the ground velocity \( V_g \) (for example Godo et al., 2010, 2011) was used to compute the drag and side force coefficients from the measured or computed forces, rather than the relative velocity component in the riding direction \( V_s \).

Fig. 6. Cyclist velocity definitions: \( V_a \) is the ground or cyclist velocity, \( V_s \) is the wind velocity, \( V_{w,a} \) is the wind velocity component in the riding direction, \( V_e \) is the relative velocity, \( V_{w,r} \) is the relative velocity component in the riding direction, \( \psi \) is the yaw angle, \( \theta \) is the wind angle.
The drag coefficient and the frontal area are commonly combined in a single parameter called drag area, \( C_D A \). A similar parameter is introduced in the rotational power loss, \( F_{\text{rot}} \), and called rotational drag area. This term can be seen as a drag area correction term in the total aerodynamic power loss (Eq. (5)), which takes into account the impact of the wheel rotational moment on the total aerodynamic power loss.

### 3.1.2. Aerodynamic forces and moments

The most important aerodynamic force in cycling is the drag force, \( F_D \). The main source of aerodynamic drag is the cyclist body, from 60% to 82% of the total drag and depending on the position of the cyclist on the bicycle (Deffeye et al., 2010a; Kyle and Burke, 1984; Nonweiler, 1956), whereas the remaining drag is caused by the bicycle and its components. In Eq. (5), besides the aerodynamic drag force, only the two aerodynamic moments acting on both wheels, \( M_{\text{adj}} \), are present. Nevertheless, other forces and moments are generated by the interaction of a cyclist with the air. The definition of these forces and moments is governed by the reference frame (Fig. 7). Two common choices for the reference frame are (i) a reference frame aligned with the relative velocity, called “wind axes”, and indicated in blue in Fig. 7 and (ii) a reference frame aligned with the riding velocity, called “body axes”, in red in Fig. 7. In the present paper, the forces and moments are defined in body axes, therefore the drag \( F_D \), commonly indicated with \( D_i \), is aligned with the riding velocity and the side force \( F_R \), or simply \( S_i \), is perpendicular to the riding velocity and both forces are parallel to the ground surface, while the lift force \( F_L \) is perpendicular to the ground. Considering a reference frame aligned with the riding direction (Fig. 7), three moments can be defined, namely rolling (\( M_R \)), pitching (\( M_P \)) and yawing (\( M_Y \)), oriented respectively longitudinally, laterally and normally to the cyclist-bicycle axis. Their center is located at the wheelbase midpoint, where the wheelbase is defined as the line connecting the front and the rear wheel centers. The reason to use the wheelbase rather than the center of mass is because the latter is usually unknown a-priori, whereas the wheelbase midpoint can be easily identified during WT tests (Genta and Morello, 2009). Forces and moments are generally represented as (Crouch et al., 2017):

\[
F_i = \frac{1}{2} \rho C_D A V_i^2; \quad i = D, S, L
\]

\[
M_i = \frac{1}{2} \rho C_M A V_i^2 l; \quad j = R, P, Y
\]

where \( l \) is the wheelbase length. The velocity used for the forces and moments is the relative velocity \( V_i \), as mentioned in (Crouch et al., 2017) and used in several studies (for example Barry et al., 2012; Crane and Morton, 2018; Fintelmann et al., 2015; Greenwell et al., 1995). Note that in aeronautical engineering it is common practice to refer to wind axes for aircrafts. In addition, the aerodynamic forces acting on the front wheel generate a steering moment (\( M_S \)), which needs to be balanced by the cyclist applying a force (\( F_{\text{hand}} \)) on each side of the handlebar. Defining \( b \) as the length of the handlebar between the two hand positions, the force each hand of the cyclist should apply on the handlebar to compensate \( M_S \) is:

\[
F_{\text{hand}} = \frac{M_S}{b}
\]

### 3.1.3. Power available

The power available is the power produced by the cyclist’s muscular activity. The muscular power efficiency, defined as the ratio between the energy transmitted to the crank and the chemical energy in the food, is between 20% and 30%: the remaining energy is dissipated into heat (Wilson, 2004). The chemical energy in the food is stored in the body and employed by means of different metabolic processes, some of them are used for short-term efforts such as the sprint and others for long-term efforts. Moreover, the way the potential chemical energy is converted into work depends on the cyclist’s physiological characteristics, therefore a curve establishing the dependence between power and duration is individual. Nevertheless, a curve connecting the maximum recorded duration of a cyclist exerting a given power output can be drawn, as done by Wilson (2004) and shown in Fig. 8. These data were measured or estimated from races by Wilson (2004). A more detailed description of cyclist energetics is out of the scope of this paper, more information can be found in the literature (Capelli et al., 1993, 1998; Casa, 1999; Faria et al. 2005a, 2005b; Ferretti, 2015; Fonda and Sarabon, 2012; Joyner and Coyle, 2008; Martin et al., 2007; Morton and Hodgson, 1996; Wilson, 2004).

### 3.2. The Bourlet (1894) power model

One of the earliest known mathematical cycling models is presented in the book of Bourlet, published in 1894. This mathematical model includes four sources contributing to the total resistance, namely bicycle passive resistance, including chain losses, drive train and wheel bearing friction; rolling resistance; resistance due to vibrations; and aerodynamic resistance (Bourlet, 1894). In this model, the first term was considered negligible. The second and the third terms, rolling resistance and the resistance due to the vibrations, respectively, are a function of the tire type and the road quality. With the word “vibrations”, Bourlet (1894) referred to the vibrations caused by the bumps in the streets that are propagated by the bicycle structure. He found that this term was relevant only when solid tires were used as it became small or negligible for pneumatic tires (Bourlet, 1894). The latter pneumatic tires had been patented by Dunlop only few years earlier, in 1888 (Wilson, 2004). The Bourlet model is given by Eq. (12):

\[
P = R \cdot V_s = \left[ W (a + b \cdot V_s) + k \cdot A \cdot V_s^2 \right] \cdot V_s
\]

Where \( R \) is the total resistant force on flat terrain, \( V_s \) is the riding velocity, \( W \) is the total weight (in kilogram-force), \( a \) is a force coefficient related to the rolling resistance, \( b \) a force coefficient related to both rolling and vibrational resistance, \( k \) an aerodynamic force coefficient and \( A \) the frontal area. The forces are expressed in kilogram-force linked to N by the gravity acceleration \( g \), the riding velocity is expressed in m/s and the frontal area in m². Bourlet (1894) also introduced a modified version of the model in Eq. (12) that included the effect of a slope \( s \):

\[
P = (R + W \cdot s) \cdot V_s = \left[ W (a + b \cdot V_s) + k \cdot A \cdot V_s^2 + W \cdot s \right] \cdot V_s
\]

Note that the effect of a slope was described with the same formula used by Martin et al. (1998) and presented in Eq. (6) for cases with slopes \( s < 10\% \).

Two types of experiments were described by Bourlet to estimate these
coefficients. The first experiment involved riding at a constant speed, measuring the terrain slope, the cyclist velocity and the cyclist power, where the latter was measured by the "pédale dynamométrique", patented in 1893 by Maillard and Bardon (Bouny, 1899; Bourlet, 1894). A similar device was already built by Scott in 1889, and called "cyclograph" (Scott, 1889). The "pédale dynamométrique" was improved by M. Marey in 1895 (Bouny, 1899) and its way of use is briefly discussed below to help the readers understand its working principle (Fig. 9). This device consisted of a coil spring connected to the pedal and to a plate where the foot was resting. The cyclist pushing on this pedal deformed the coil springs and moved a lever connected to a marker which reported the displacement caused by the cyclist foot to the coil spring on a recording disk during the entire crank rotation. Bourlet (1894) repeated this experiment at several cycling speeds, from which he gathered the data needed to compute the coefficients $a$, $b$ and $k$. The second experiment consisted of measuring the downhill cycling speed of a cyclist on a constant slope: without pedaling, a constant equilibrium velocity, called limit velocity, was reached. At the limit velocity, an equilibrium between the resistive forces, due to rolling, vibrational and aerodynamic resistance, and the propulsive force due to the slope was achieved. Therefore:

$$W(a + b \cdot V_g) + k \cdot A \cdot V_g^2 = -W \cdot s$$ (14)

The latter experiment was only described and not performed by Bourlet,
but he mentioned that Guye performed such tests in 1893 (Guye, 1893).

From the first type of experiment, Bourlet found that \( a \) was about 0.004 when cycling on track and about 0.009 when cycling on normal road, whereas the average \( k \) was 0.06 \( \text{kgf} \cdot \text{s}^2/\text{m}^4 \). However, Bourlet mentioned that the coefficient \( k \) was dependent on cyclist position, on cyclist size and on both clothing shape and clothing fluttering. The frontal area was estimated to be about 0.5 \( \text{m}^2 \) for the cyclist-bicycle combination. Bourlet did not provide information about the type of bicycle and the position adopted by the cyclist during the tests. It is likely that the bicycle was similar to a “Rover safety” racing bicycle as shown in Fig. 4c.

The present authors have computed and compared \( k \) and \( a \) values from more recent studies (Barry et al., 2015; Kyle, 1979; Kyle and Burke, 1984; Nonweiler, 1956; Wilson, 2004) with those reported by Bourlet (1894) as shown in Table 1 for \( a \) and Table 2 for \( k \). Considering the different bicycles, cycling equipment and measuring devices used in different historical periods, one could argue that these values present a reasonable agreement.

### 3.3. Methods to assess forces and power

The mathematical models described in the previous subsection include parameters such as aerodynamic drag coefficient, rolling resistance coefficient and frontal area, which need to be measured or computed. This subsection describes how to obtain the aerodynamic drag force by means of direct or indirect measurements. The former include experimental and computational techniques such as WT tests and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations, while the latter generally refer to field tests, where quantities like speed, power or terrain slope are measured from which the drag force is inferred through mathematical models. This subsection provides the basic information towards the presentation of the history and state-of-the-art in Section 4, where technological innovations in the bicycle and its main components will be linked to their aerodynamic performance as demonstrated by WT tests, CFD simulations and/or field tests.

#### 3.3.1. Wind tunnel tests

The main hypothesis generally adopted in WT tests of cyclists is that the forces measured on a static or pedaling cyclist with moving air are equal to the ones of a cyclist riding through stagnant air. This equivalence was first stated by Leonardo Da Vinci in the Codex Atlanticus, and referred to by Giacomelli (1930) as the principle of aerodynamic reciprocity (reported in Anderson, 1997). WT tests are often classified according to their intended test objects or test conditions (aeronautical WTs, atmospheric boundary layer WTs or automobile WTs), according to their design (open or closed circuit), or their test section (open or closed). An example of a closed circuit WT with a closed test section of 27 m length specifically designed and equipped for cycling tests including team time trials and sprint trains is shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. A more detailed classification of WTs can be found in Barlow et al. (1999).

Probably the first WT tests for cycling were performed by Kawamura in 1953 (reported in Kyle, 1979) and Nonweiler in 1956. The former tested reduced-scale cycling models inside a WT whereas the latter tested racing bicycles inside a WT. The former were referred to by Giacomelli (1930) as the principle of aerodynamic reciprocity, while the latter tested reduced scale cycles. When a scaled model is used, the same forces as on full-size cyclists can be measured if Reynolds number similarity is satisfied, with the Reynolds number defined as:

\[
Re = \frac{\rho l V}{\mu}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the density, \( l \) a reference length, \( V \) a reference velocity and \( \mu \) the dynamic viscosity of air. Considering standard atmosphere and the square root of the cyclist frontal area, e.g. 0.40 \( \text{m}^2 \), as the reference length (Crouch et al., 2017), the Reynolds number ranges between \( 4 \times 10^5 \) and \( 7 \times 10^5 \) for speeds between 10 m/s and 16 m/s. The Reynolds number is also used to describe the state of a flow, i.e. laminar, transitional or turbulent. A laminar flow is characterized by a low skin friction and smooth and regular pathlines, whereas a turbulent flow has a higher skin friction and more irregular pathlines (Anderson, 1984). However, turbulent flows are characterized by a higher speed near the walls compared to laminar flows: this helps turbulent flows to delay the flow separation compared to laminar flows (Anderson, 1984), thus generally decreasing the pressure drag on the body. In cycling, the pressure drag is the main resistive component of the drag force for most bicycle components and cyclist body parts, therefore its reduction is generally aimed at. This can be achieved on cyclist body parts by forcing the flow to become turbulent through the addition of surface roughness. For example, in the 2017 Tour de France, one cycling team was equipped with a skinsuit where the fabrics on the upper arms had a dimpled surface: these macroscale roughness elements and other vortex generators have shown the capability to reduce the aerodynamic drag of cyclists and cyclists (e.g. Brownlie et al., 2016; Oggiano et al., 2013; Spurklund et al., 2015). Note that cylindrical elements and other vortex generators have shown the capability to reduce the aerodynamic drag of cyclists and cyclists (e.g. Chowdhury et al., 2010; Hoerner, 1965; Oggiano et al., 2007; Shanebrook and Jaszczak, 1976).

Variables like wheel rotation, cadence and cyclist posture (Flanagan, 1996) introduce uncertainties in the measurements and can affect the experiment reproducibility. Another aspect to consider during WT testing are the WT boundaries: the flow is constrained by these boundaries (WT vertical walls and ceiling) that can affect the forces acting on the measured object (ESDU, 1980). These flow boundaries limit the flow expansion thus causing an inner-flow acceleration, as opposed to an open flow. The jet boundary may over-expand causing a lower velocity acting on the cyclist (Crouch et al., 2017). Several corrections have been developed for closed and open-test section WTs to correct this so-called “blockage effect” (Barlow et al., 1999; Cooper, 1998; ESDU, 1980; Maskell, 1963; Mercker, 1986). A general rule of thumb to limit the blockage effect in a closed test section WT is to have a WT cross-section such that the solid blockage is lower than 5%. The solid blockage is given by the ratio between the projected cyclist-bicycle system frontal area and the test section cross-sectional area. In open test section WTs, the blockage correction is smaller and of opposite sign than for closed test section WTs (Barlow et al., 1999). Other types of corrections are needed in open test section WTs and these are needed because of jet expansion, jet deflection, nozzle blockage, collector blockage and horizontal.

### Table 1

Comparison of rolling resistance coefficients between the data by Bourlet and modern measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum</td>
<td>0.004 (track)</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>0.009 (road)</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

Comparison of aerodynamic \( k \) coefficient between the data by Bourlet and modern measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Power measurement</th>
<th>Wind tunnel</th>
<th>Coasting tests</th>
<th>Wind tunnel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A ) (m²)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k ) (kg/m²)</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.49’</td>
<td>0.422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* The Bourlet \( k \) coefficient has the unit \([\text{kgf} \cdot \text{s}^2/\text{m}^4]\), which is multiplied by gravitational acceleration to convert it to SI units.

*b* Comparing Bourlet and modern models; \( k = 0.5 \rho C_D \).

*c* Air density assumed to be 1.225 kg/m³.
buoyancy (Fischer, 2017; Mercker et al., 1997; Mercker and Wiedemann, 1996). However, these corrections are usually smaller than those required in closed test section WTs (Fischer, 2017; Mercker and Wiedemann, 1996).

WT experiments enable the measurement of different quantities related to cycling aerodynamics. Forces and moments are the most commonly measured variables, especially the aerodynamic drag, defined along the cyclist-bicycle direction (body axes). These variables are measured using a force balance, usually placed on or below the WT floor and connected to the bicycle wheel(s) by means of supporting struts (Fig. 12a). This balance can also be placed inside the turntable when this is elevated from the WT floor. This turntable not only facilitates the cyclist rotation and thus the potential reproduction of crosswind conditions, but it also acts as a splitter plate by “cutting” the boundary layer developed on the WT floor when the turntable is elevated from the floor. This flow boundary layer is not present in reality when a cyclist is riding through stagnant air and it may affect the forces acting on the cyclist, therefore its reduction or removal is aimed at during the tests. In vehicle aerodynamics this is sometimes achieved using suction or blowing systems as well as a moving ground plane. To the best of our knowledge, no moving ground plane has yet been used in cycling experiments: the argued reason is that the influence of a moving floor is minimal in cycling as opposed to vehicle aerodynamics, where a large portion of the car body is situated very close to the ground while in cycling only a small part of the bicycle with minimal width, i.e. the wheels, is situated close to the ground. Modern force balance systems also enable the wheels to rotate (Fig. 12a) improving the reproduction of real cyclist conditions where the wheels are rotating and the cyclist is pedaling at a given frequency. Despite being more realistic, the moving configuration reduces the test reproducibility due to the difficulty of a cyclist to keep the same exact position during pedaling and exactly the same pedaling frequency. This could be solved using a movable mannequin (Crouch et al., 2016) although the mannequins geometry especially at joints such as ankles, knees and hips will differ from that in reality. Another option is the use of camera systems to track the position of a real cyclist (Brownlie, 2019).

Other measurements are possible in WT testing, including velocity measurements using probes (Crouch et al., 2014) or optical methods (Chabroux et al., 2010; Barry et al., 2016; Jux et al., 2018; Terra et al., 2018), as shown in Fig. 12b for Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), pressure measurements (Defraeye et al., 2010a, 2010b) and temperature measurements (Alam et al., 2010). Moreover flow visualization is possible using oil (Brownlie et al., 2009), smoke (Kyle, 1989) or tufts (Kyle, 1990).

Note that wind tunnel tests generally provide only the total drag of the combined cyclist-bicycle system. However, through surface pressure measurements and optical measurements, it is possible to obtain aerodynamic information pertaining to the drag of single components, such as helmets (e.g. Chabroux et al., 2010; Giappino et al., 2018) or body parts (e.g. Terra et al., 2018).

A comprehensive review of the WT testing methodology in cycling aerodynamics is provided in (Brownlie, 2019), where different protocols.
for cycling tests in WTs are described and solutions to common testing issues are provided.

3.3.2. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)

CFD in cycling aerodynamics is based on numerically solving approximate forms of the Navier-Stokes equations, where the two most commonly applied approximate forms are the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) equations. Hybrid approaches, such as Detached Eddy Simulation (DES) and Scale-Adaptive Simulations (SAS), have also been used in cycling simulations (Fintelman et al., 2015; Godo et al., 2010, 2011; Griffith et al., 2014), however steady RANS remains by far the most commonly used approach. This is not only true for cycling aerodynamics but also holds in other fields such as building simulation (Blocken, 2018) and other aerodynamic applications (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000; Hanjalic, 2005). The RANS equations for the isothermal flow of an incompressible, homogeneous, Newtonian and isotropic fluid can be written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial U_i}{\partial t} + U_j \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_j} &= - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x_i} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_j} \left( 2 \mu S_{ij} - \rho \left( \frac{\partial U_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial U_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \right)
\end{align*}
\]  

where \( U \) and \( \mu \) are the time-averaged velocity and the velocity fluctuation, respectively, which together constitute the instantaneous velocity, \( \rho \) is the density, \( P \) the time-averaged pressure and \( S_{ij} \) the time-averaged strain-rate tensor. These equations are very similar to the original instantaneous Navier-Stokes equations, with the difference that averaged rather than instantaneous quantities are considered and that additional terms are present which are the elements of the Reynolds stress tensor, \( \rho' \left( \overline{U_i U_j} \right) \). These terms represent the influence of the turbulence on the mean flow. However, it adds six unknowns to the problem which now has more unknowns than equations, rendering the system underdetermined: this is known as the closure problem of the RANS equations. Several so-called turbulence models have been proposed to close them and many of these models have been used and compared in cycling and para-cycling aerodynamics studies (Defraeye et al., 2010a; Fintelman et al., 2015; Malizia et al., 2019; Mannion et al., 2018c; 2019a).

Assessing the accuracy and reliability of a CFD simulation is an essential step in the CFD simulation process. It entails identifying, quantifying and reducing errors and uncertainties of CFD simulations by (solution) verification and by validation of the results by comparison with accurate experimental data. Two types of verification exist: code verification and solution verification (Franke et al., 2007; Oberkampf et al., 2004; Roy, 2005). Code verification is often performed by code developers and deals with the correctness and reliability of the code. Solution verification, or numerical error estimation (Oberkampf et al., 2004), is the process of quantification of the numerical errors, and includes round-off errors, iterative convergence errors and spatial and temporal discretization errors (Roy, 2005). Since the latter errors can be different for every type of simulation, solution verification needs to be performed for each simulation that is significantly different from others (AIAA, 1998; Roy, 2005). Validation is the process of quantifying the accuracy of the CFD simulation through comparisons with experimental data (Oberkampf et al., 2004; Roy, 2005) thus connected with the physics of the problem (Roy, 2005). The uncertainties in the computational simulation are indeed connected to the capability of the computational model to reproduce the reality (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000): some of these uncertainties derive from the turbulence modeling, the lack of knowledge of exact boundary conditions and/or geometry simplifications (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000). Procedures to quantify and reduce errors and uncertainties are provided by several CFD best practice guidelines for outdoor flows in the urban environment (Blocken, 2015; Blocken and Gualtieri, 2012; Franke et al., 2010, 2007; Tominaga et al., 2008), automotive external aerodynamics (Lanfrit, 2005), environmental modeling (Jakeman et al., 2006) and in general for industrial applications (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000).

As opposed to experimental methods, CFD simulations offer the advantage of providing so-called whole-flow field data (e.g. Blocken, 2014, 2015), i.e. the relevant parameters in the entire computational domain. As an example, Fig. 13a shows the phase-averaged streamwise vorticity contours in the vertical centerplane while Fig. 13b shows mean velocity streamlines around four cyclist bodies in a team pursuit. Moreover, forces and moments can be decomposed in each cyclist and bicycle zone, both in terms of viscous and pressure force components. For example, Defraeye et al. (2011) provided the drag values for the different cyclist body parts and Malizia and Blocken (2020) provided the drag of the different components that constitute a bicycle wheel. Finally, CFD simulations do not suffer by similarity constraints and blockage problems because they can be performed at full scale and in a computational domain that the user can easily select such that the blockage ratio is well below 5%.

3.3.3. Field tests

In field tests, relevant variables are measured in real time while a cyclist or a group of cyclists is riding. The measured quantities can be the oxygen consumption, \( V_{O_2} \), the power exerted by the cyclist, and/or the velocity. Subsequently, mathematical models can be used to infer the aerodynamic drag from the measured variables. Debroux et al. (2011) provided a complete review of these methods together with methodologies to assess the cyclist frontal area. Some of these methods are also briefly discussed here.

In coast down tests, a horizontal path is split in two zones: in the first zone the cyclist is accelerating from rest to a target speed; in the second zone the cyclist stops pedaling and the bicycle decelerates. In the latter, several infrared sensors are placed at known distances and used as timing switches (Tengattini and Bigazzi, 2018), see Fig. 14. To better reproduce

![Fig. 13. (a) Phase-averaged streamwise vorticity contours in a vertical centerplane located 0.60 m downstream of the rear of the cyclist for two crank angles (source: Griffith et al., 2019; reproduced with permission); (b) Velocity colored mean streamlines for a four-cyclist team pursuit (adapted from Defraeye et al., 2014; reproduced with permission from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers - ASME).](image-url)
real cycling conditions, the cyclist can keep pedaling in the second or measuring zone, however no thrust should be provided to the bicycle (Candau et al., 1999). From the relation between velocity and time, the drag area and the rolling resistance can be calculated as done for instance by Kyle (1979), Burns and Sullivan (1995), Candau et al. (1999) and Tengattini and Bigazzi (2018). Moreover, Burns and Sullivan (1995) and Kyle and Burke (1984) compared the results obtained by coast down tests with WT results and they generally found the drag force during the field tests to be larger, with Burns and Sullivan (1995) finding a better agreement for an upright position than for a more aerodynamic position using aero-bars. Kyle and Burke (1984) provided a few reasons for the larger values measured during the field tests: during the WT tests the wheels were kept static thus no contribution of the rotational drag due to the wheel rotation and rolling resistance could be measured, and the rider’s position could have been slightly different in the two methods.

Note that a recent study proposed a different mathematical model to be used for the coast down tests, where drag and rolling resistance coefficients are also function of the speed (Baldissera, 2017). Previously, also Kyle (1988a, 2002) included an additional velocity dependent term for the rolling resistance, which was equal to $N \cdot C_{rr2} \cdot V_y$, where $N$ is the number of wheels and $C_{rr2}$ the second rolling resistance coefficient. Kyle (1988a, 2002) reported a $C_{rr2}$ measurement for a 17 inch (~0.43 m) wheel diameter by means of drum tests. It was found that $C_{rr2}$ was equal to 0.0502 N s/m for the only wheel tested.

Linear regression is another method used during field tests, and it is based on the simultaneous measurement of power and velocity. Martin et al. (1998) applied the mathematical model described in Subsection 3.1, for 38 road cycling tests where the power was measured by a SRM power meter. They compared the measured power with the model predicted power and they obtained a $R^2 = 0.97$ between the two power values. Similar linear regression methods were used by Grappe et al. (1997) using a different power meter, the Max One. Moreover, Gibertini et al. (2010) and Belloli et al. (2014) compared the WT results with field tests both for a regular bicycle and for a Paralympic handcycle. Similar to Martin et al. (1998), Belloli et al. (2014) found large noise in instantaneous results of power and velocity, however after averaging the results for an entire lap of a track circuit, a good agreement was found with the WT tests. Gibertini et al. (2010) compared the aerodynamics and the comfort of three different positions for six cyclists. The field test results, provided as a ranking of the three positions for each cyclist, confirmed the WT results in terms of the best aerodynamic position for each cyclist. However, no quantitative results were provided, rendering any further conclusion about differences between the two different methods impossible. As opposed to WT tests and CFD simulations, field tests enable an evaluation of the cyclist’s comfort and his/her biomechanical efficiency. Combined studies between cyclist aerodynamics and cyclist biomechanics were also done by Schade et al. (2016).

Aerodynamic drag can also be assessed towing a rider with a cable connected to a car (di Prampero et al., 1979; Dal Monte et al., 1983; Capelli et al., 1993), coasting down hills of known slope, where an equilibrium velocity is reached when forces due to aerodynamic and rolling resistance balance the acceleration given by the descent (described in Kyle and Burke, 1984); or by measuring the oxygen consumption of the cyclist while riding (Pugh, 1974; Mcgole et al., 1990; Hagberg and McCoile, 1990). Contrarily to WT tests and CFD simulations, the wind direction and magnitude cannot be controlled during field tests: the inherent variability and uncontrollable nature of the real meteorological boundary conditions represents one of the biggest limitations of this methodology. Even when testing inside indoor velodromes, the air speed, direction and turbulence intensity depend on the cyclist location along the track, i.e. if in the straight or corner sections (Fitzgerald et al., 2019). Furthermore, additional modifications to the airflow seen by the cyclist occur due to the presence of other cyclists, i.e. for multiple cyclists on a track, and by the cycle cadence (Fitzgerald et al., 2019).

More recently, large-scale stereoscopic PIV, generally used for WT measurements, has also been used to measure the aerodynamic drag and to obtain flow field visualizations for actual indoor and outdoor field tests (Spoonstra et al., 2019).

4. Bicycle aerodynamics

The bicycle is responsible for about 18–40% of the combined cyclist-bicycle system aerodynamic drag, depending on the cyclist position (Defraeye et al., 2010b; Kyle and Burke, 1984; Nonweiler, 1956). The bicycle consists of several components including frame, wheels and handlebar. The aerodynamic aspects of these main components are described in the following subsections, together with a last subsection focused on smaller but not unimportant components such as fork and cables.

4.1. Frame and tubes

4.1.1. Early developments (1890 – early 1970s)

Nowadays racing bicycles generally have a diamond-shaped frame. This type of frame was first introduced by Humber in 1890 (Sharp, 1896; Kyle and Weaver, 2004) (Fig. 15a) and used for the world hour record bicycles of Merckx in 1972 (Fig. 15b), of Moser in 1984 (Fig. 15c) and that of Campenaerts in 2019 (Fig. 15d). However, Moser’s bicycle had a frame with curved tubes and a front wheel smaller than the rear wheel, whereas the bicycle of Campenaerts had a frame with different tube cross-sectional shapes compared to the previous two bicycles, i.e. circular for the bicycles of Merckx and Moser whereas streamlined for the bicycle of Campenaerts. Despite the fact that these bicycles kept a similar diamond-shaped frame for more than one century, successful and radical attempts to improve bicycle aerodynamics by changing the frame have been made, both at the end of 19th century and more recently. The first two aerodynamic improvements in bicycle frames were the recumbent bicycle and the streamlined enclosures for bicycles.

The recumbent or laid-back bicycle was first introduced by Charles Challand in 1895 (Hadland and Lessing, 2014; von Salvinsberg, 1897; Wilson, 2004) (Fig. 16a). The crank was placed in front of the cyclist who as a result could ride in a more comfortable position. The potential of this bicycle was only recognized in 1932 when a second-category track cyclist, Francis Faure (Schmitz, 1990) started riding the recumbent bicycle designed by Charles Mochet and won several races. Fig. 16b shows Faure at the start of a race against other riders with regular racing bicycles. Faure on his recumbent bicycle had a much lower frontal area and therefore a substantial aerodynamic advantage (Wilson, 2004). Faure’s greatest achievement was the world hour record in 1933 with a distance of 45,055 m, overcoming the previous 1914 record by Oscar Egg who...
attained 44,247 m in 1 h. However, in 1934 a new set of rules by the Union Cycliste Internationale (UCI), the world governing body of cycling, excluded both the recumbent bicycle and the associated record: the Mochet’s recumbent was no longer recognized as a bicycle and Faure’s record was moved to the category “special records set by machines without aerodynamic devices and propelled by human power” (Schmitz, 1990).

The first streamlined enclosures for bicycles were patented in 1913 by Bunau-Varilla (Schmitz, 1990) with British patent number 22,510 (Kyle, 2001). The combined bicycle and streamlined shell by Bunau-Varilla was known as Velo Torpille (Fig. 17a). The time trialist Marcel Berthet, who was competing against Oscar Egg for the world hour record, tested the Velo Torpille and successfully managed to break several records. In 1913 Berthet rode the 5 km on the Paris Vel D’Hiv indoor track in 5:39’3, thus achieving an average speed of 53.1 km/h, which is about 6 km/h faster than he could achieve on a standard racing bicycle of his time (Hadland and Lessing, 2014; Schmitz, 1990). However, in 1914 the UCI prohibited the use of any external aerodynamic devices (Schmitz, 1990).

The Velo Torpille was not the only streamlined device developed in those years. Other examples were the Coupe Vent in 1893, the Velo Fusée by Oscar Egg in 1932 (Fig. 17b); the Velodyne built by Marcel Riffard and driven by Marcel Berthet in 1933 (Fig. 17c) and the Velocar built by Georges Mochet, son of Charles, and driven by Francis Faure in 1939 (Fig. 17d). The latter two vehicles were a racing bicycle equipped with a streamlined enclosure and a recumbent bicycle equipped with a streamlined enclosure, respectively. Both were employed to break the world hour record, despite the fact that they were not officially recognized by the UCI (Schmitz, 2000). Berthet, 45 years old in 1933, drove the Velodyne up to a distance of 49,922 m in 1 h at sea level (altitude of about 160 m), about 500 m more than the distance traveled by Eddy Merckx in 1972 on a diamond-frame racing bicycle (Fig. 15b) at high altitude (about 2,300 m). Faure drove the Velocar up to 50,537 m in 1939 at sea level (about 30 m), being the first man to drive a two-wheel vehicle propelled by human power over 50 km in 1 h. Only in 1984 did Francesco Moser manage to break this record (51,151 m) at high altitude (about 2,300 m) using an aerodynamically optimized bicycle (Fig. 15c). A more detailed description of these recumbent and streamlined vehicles can be found in the literature (Abbott and Wilson, 1995; Hadland and Lessing, 2014; Kyle and Bassett, 2002; Kyle and Weaver, 2004; Schmitz, 2000, 1990; Wilson, 2004).
with the used during the track world championship by Daniel Gisiger, together with the first Lycra skinsuit. However, the 1984 world hour record by Moser was still achieved on a bicycle with a diamond frame and round tubes (Hinault and Genzling, 1988) (Fig. 15c). This frame was built with the tube diameter constant. The splitter plates were placed from these components. The test bicycle included the bicycle frame section 4.2) and on a bicycle frame by suppressing the vortex shedding thickness, in the attempt to reduce drag on isolated wheels (see Subsection 4.2). The tests were performed for the standard track bicycle with rounded tube and for the aero-bicycle with the tubes with chord-to-width ratio 1.6 and 2.4 (Kyle, 1986a). The tests were focused on bicycle tubing (Kyle and Burke, 1984; Zdravkovich, 1992). Kyle and Burke (1984) tested three aero-bicycles with teardrop shaped tubes of chord-to-width ratio 1.6 and 2.4 (Kyle, 1986a). The tests were performed as part of the design of the so-called “funny bicycles” used by the USA team in the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games (Fig. 18b). These bicycles were named “funny bicycles” because of their shape (Abbott and Wilson, 1995; Boardman, 2015): they had different combinations of disc wheel sizes with the smallest diameter down to 570 mm for the front wheel and 670 mm for the rear wheel, airfoil-shaped tubes, cowhorn airfoil-shaped handlebar and disc sprockets (Kyle, 2001). The WT tests were all performed at 48 km/h. Three different yaw angles (0°, 10°, 20°) were investigated for the standard track bicycle with rounded tube and for the aero-bicycle with 2.4 chord-to-width ratio tubes while only the 0° yaw angle was investigated for the aero-bicycle with the tubes with chord-to-width ratio 1.6. The bicycle equipped with the more elongated tubes (2.4) showed the best results in all conditions analyzed: the drag reduction was 41.4% for the isolated bicycle and 4.3% for the combined cyclist-bicycle system, compared to the standard track bicycle. When crosswind was considered, the drag reduction of the cyclist-bicycle system with the 2.4 ratio tubes further increased: −11.2% at 10° and −10.3% at 20° yaw angle (Kyle and Burke, 1984).

Zdravkovich (1992) applied splitter plates, i.e. plates with a small thickness, in the attempt to reduce drag on isolated wheels (see Subsection 4.2) and on a bicycle frame by suppressing the vortex shedding from these components. The test bicycle included the bicycle frame however without saddle, seat post and wheels due to limited WT test section size. The splitter plate length was defined based on the tube diameter, therefore splitter plates of different length were applied on tubes of different sizes while keeping the ratio between the splitter plate length and the tube diameter constant. The splitter plates were placed

4.1.2. Streamlined tubes and monocoque frames (late 1970s–1990s)

Apart from the above-mentioned exceptional examples, the bicycle frame in 1972 had remained almost unchanged compared to that at the beginning of the 20th century. Only in late 1970s, airfoil-shaped tubes started to be used for time-trial (TT) bicycle frames (Kyle, 1995a). As an example, Toni Maier Moussa used oval-shaped tubes (Kyle and Burke, 1984) for his carbon-fiber bicycle (Fig. 18a). In 1978, this bicycle was used during the track world championship by Daniel Gisiger, together with the first Lycra skinsuit. However, the 1984 world hour record by Moser was still achieved on a bicycle with a diamond frame and round tubes (Hinault and Genzling, 1988) (Fig. 15c). This frame was built with the purpose of allocating wheels of different sizes to obtain a lower frontal area, and for transferring more weight to the rear wheel: smaller wheels have a higher rolling resistance (Kyle, 2002) and therefore a frame able to transfer weight to the larger rear wheel was needed to achieve an optimal trade-off between drag reduction and low rolling resistance (Dal Monte et al., 1987). The practice of a smaller front wheel was already common in paced and motor-paced races where a smaller front wheel allowed the trailing cyclist to be closer to the pacer. Moreover, in the 1970s, bicycles of the former Eastern European countries already had a smaller front wheel and a sloping top tube to reduce the distance between the cyclists (Hinault and Genzling, 1988) thus achieving better drafting. Kyle (2002) reported WT and coast down test results confirming that drafting riders behind a leading rider reduced their drag by an additional 5% when they rode a bicycle with 24 inch (=610 mm) wheels rather than with 27 inch (=686 mm) wheels.

Two WT studies specifically focused on bicycle tubing (Kyle and Burke, 1984; Zdravkovich, 1992). Kyle and Burke (1984) tested three bicycles with tubes of different shapes: a “standard” track bicycle with rounded tubes and two “aero-bicycles” with teardrop shaped tubes of chord-to-width ratio 1.6 and 2.4 (Kyle, 1986a). The tests were performed because of their shape (Abbott and Wilson, 1995; Boardman, 2015): they had different combinations of disc wheel sizes with the smallest diameter down to 570 mm for the front wheel and 670 mm for the rear wheel, airfoil-shaped tubes, cowhorn airfoil-shaped handlebar and disc sprockets (Kyle, 2001). The WT tests were all performed at 48 km/h. Three different yaw angles (0°, 10°, 20°) were investigated for the standard track bicycle with rounded tube and for the aero-bicycle with 2.4 chord-to-width ratio tubes while only the 0° yaw angle was investigated for the aero-bicycle with the tubes with chord-to-width ratio 1.6. The bicycle equipped with the more elongated tubes (2.4) showed the best results in all conditions analyzed: the drag reduction was 41.4% for the isolated bicycle and 4.3% for the combined cyclist-bicycle system, compared to the standard track bicycle. When crosswind was considered, the drag reduction of the cyclist-bicycle system with the 2.4 ratio tubes further increased: −11.2% at 10° and −10.3% at 20° yaw angle (Kyle and Burke, 1984).
downstream to all tubes while no splitter plates were used on the handlebar and the top tube (Fig. 19a). The frame equipped with splitter plates had only a 4% drag reduction compared to the frame without splitter plates. Zdravkovich (1992) expected larger drag reduction, given that splitter plates were able to reduce the drag force of even 17% on isolated cylinders (Apelt et al., 1975, reported in Zdravkovich, 1992). This drag reduction was due to the vortex shedding suppression caused by the splitter plates placed in the leeward direction of a cylinder (Apelt et al., 1975; Zdravkovich, 1992). The frame was also tested without handlebar, concluding that this component contributed about 10% of the aerodynamic drag of the isolated frame. Moreover, Zdravkovich (1992) reported that the drag coefficient of the frame was Reynolds number independent between speeds of 20 km/h and 42 km/h.

Other studies compared bicycles with different frames, as done by Hagberg and McCole (1990) and McCole et al. (1990) who measured the oxygen consumption of 28 cyclists riding alone on a circuit at 40 km/h using a racing and an aerodynamic “funny bicycle”, equipped with cowhorn handlebars, a 24 inch (≈610 mm) front wheel and a 28 inch (≈711 mm) rear disc wheel. Using the latter bicycle, the oxygen consumption decreased by 7 ± 4%. The uncertainty of 4% was not further detailed.

Kyle (1991b) reported WT tests performed between 1986 and 1990 on 20 bicycles either isolated or with a rider. These bicycles belonged to five different categories: road, TT, team pursuit, individual pursuit and triathlon bicycles. They reported a different repeatability of the experiments: “±0.13 N” and “±0.44 N” for the isolated bicycles and the cyclist-bicycle combinations, respectively. The lesser repeatability for tests with cyclists was explained by the difficulty to precisely reproduce the cyclist posture in every experiment. In all bicycle categories, the use of streamlined tubes produced lower drag. Moreover two individual bicycle pursuit prototypes with a monocoque or single-shell frame were tested in 1986 (Kyle, 1991b): one with an S shape (Fig. 19b) and one with a V shape (Fig. 19c). The tubing cross-section in both frames had an airfoil shape (NACA 0020) with a chord-to-width ratio of 5 to 1 in most of

![Fig. 19](a) Bicycle equipped with splitter plates (source: Zdravkovich, 1992; reproduced with permission from Elsevier); (b) Monocoque bicycle with S-shape (source: Kyle, 1991b); (c) Monocoque bicycle with V-shape (source: Kyle, 1991b).

![Fig. 20](a) Chris Boardman monocoque bicycle used in 1992 (reproduced with permission from “Paul Hudson/Flickr”); (b) Obree’s world hour record bicycle in 1993 (reproduced with permission from Maximise Sport); (c) Chris Boardman’s world hour record bicycle used in 1993 (reproduced with permission from “Paul O’Garra/Flickr”); (d) Miguel Indurain’s world hour record bicycle in 1994 (source: Cicli Pinarello Spa, 2015); (e) Tony Rominger’s world hour record bicycle in 1994 (reproduced with permission from Colnago); (f) Chris Boardman’s world hour record bicycle in 1996 (reproduced with permission from “David Racklever/Flickr”).
the frames and a minimum chord-to-width ratio of 3.5 to 1. Tests on the isolated monocoque bicycles gave a 16.7% drag reduction compared to the best aerodynamic bicycle with diamond frame. However, WT tests on combined cyclist and monocoque bicycles did not show any aerodynamic advantages of these bicycles compared to aerodynamic bicycles with diamond frame. Kyle (1991b) gave two explanations for this counter-intuitive finding: the difficulty to properly set the arms of the cyclist on these monocoque bicycles and the flow interaction in the area close to the legs and the frame. Developments of monocoque frame bicycles paused for few years after having been declared illegal by UCI in 1986 (Kyle, 2001), but they were resumed after monocoque bicycles had been readmitted in 1991 (Kyle, 2001). After their readmission in 1991, monocoque frames started to be studied and employed in races again. Hill (1993) and Burrows and Hadland (2008) described the monocoque frame bicycle (Fig. 20a) used by Chris Boardman to win the gold medal in the 4000 m individual pursuit of the Barcelona 1992 Olympic Games. This monocoque bicycle also had a single mono-blade supporting the front wheel (Fig. 20a), similar to the ones used in jet landing gears. WT tests on the isolated bicycle showed that this prototype with monocoque frame had 30% less drag than a conventional diamond-frame pursuit bicycle. However a 6.6% drag increase was measured compared to a conventional pursuit bicycle when the cyclist was included in the WT test, similar to the results described by Kyle (1991b). Hill (1993) however found that the drag increase was due to the handlebar configuration which influenced the cyclist posture: a cyclist should place himself or herself differently on a monocoque bicycle than on a conventional pursuit bicycle to minimize the aerodynamic drag. On a conventional bicycle the cyclist should use a very compact position to limit the airflow over the upper half of the bicycle, whereas on a monocoque bicycle the cyclist should position both arms so that the air can flow over the bicycle to exploit the low aerodynamic drag of the monocoque frame. With the monocoque optimized position, a 12% drag reduction was achieved compared to a conventional cyclist-bicycle combination. This bicycle was further developed by adding a nose in front of the headset and a foot in front of the bottom bracket (Fig. 20a), with the aim of smoothly directing the flow around the blunt shapes of the headset and the bottom bracket. These additions increased the drag reduction of the cyclist-bicycle system further up to 16% compared to a conventional cyclist-bicycle combination.

4.1.3. Towards full integration of aerodynamics (1990s - 2020)

By 1992, aerodynamics were fully integrated in bicycle designs. Not only monocoque bicycles were available, but also aerodynamic wheels (see Subsection 4.2), aero-bars (see Subsection 4.3) and other small components were developed taking aerodynamics into account (see Subsection 4.4). Graeme Obree introduced two new positions, nick-named “tucked” and “superman”, which effectively reduced the aerodynamic drag. For details and pictures about these two positions see Subsection 4.3. Moreover, Obree’s bicycle, named “Old Faithful”, was self-built and did not follow the classical diamond-frame (Fig. 20b): a single oblique tube replaced the top and down tube, likely reducing the aerodynamic drag due to the reduction of the number of bicycle components. This aerodynamic development, together with advances in training techniques, physiology and nutrition (Kyle and Bassett, 2002), laid the foundation for the subsequent series of world hour records, which represented the most rapid increase since the introduction of the safety bicycle (Kyle and Bassett, 2002): more than 5 km in less than three years, see Fig. 21. The records are mentioned here in chronological order: (17/07/1993-51,596 m) Graeme Obree using his tucked position, aerodynamic wheels and self-built bicycle, Fig. 20b; (23/07/1993-52,270 m) Chris Boardman using a diamond-shaped monocoque bicycle with aero-bars and four-spoke wheels, Fig. 20c; (27/04/1994-52,713 m) Obree with the same bicycle and rider position as before; (02/09/1994-53,040 m) Miguel Indurain on a monocoque bicycle, aero-bars and disc wheels, Fig. 20d; (22/10/1994-53,832 m) Tony Rominger on a diamond-frame track bicycle, disc wheels and aero-bars, Fig. 20e; (05/11/1994-55,291 m) Tony Rominger with the same bicycle and rider position as before; (06/09/1996-56,375 m) Chris Boardman on a monocoque bicycle with five-spoke front wheel, disc rear wheel and extra-elongated tri-bars that enabled him to use the superman position used first by Obree, Fig. 20f. However, in 2000 the UCI created a new set of rules aimed at preventing the use of aerodynamic devices in cycling: only diamond-shaped frames, round frame-tubes, dropped handlebar, front and rear wheels with same diameter, wheels with 16–32 spokes and shallow-rim, and a bicycle minimum weight of 6.8 kg were allowed for world hour record attempts (Kyle and Bassett, 2002). Moreover, cyclists had to wear safety helmets without any aerodynamic features. As a result, the world hour record bicycle should look similar to the 1972 Merckx bicycle (Fig. 15b). On the other hand, more freedom was left for TT competitions, where disc wheels, aero-bars with limited length, aerodynamically shaped frame-tubes with a maximum chord-to-width ratio of 3 to 1 and aerodynamic helmets could still be used (Kyle and Bassett, 2002).

Between 1996 and 2000, other studies were performed on monocoque bicycles. Thompson (1998) described the design of the Australian “superbike”, a bicycle with a monocoque frame. The aerodynamic development was made by WT tests. The author reported the difficulty in obtaining accurate and repeatable tests using real riders. Therefore, first the athletes were replaced by a pair of lightweight polystyrene foam moving legs, and later also trunk, arms and head were included in the tests (Thompson, 2013). An electrical motor beneath the WT was responsible for the rotation of the rear wheel and through a belt the front wheel was also rotated. Comparing the power needed to ride at 55 km/h with the diamond frame bicycle used by the Australian national team in 1992 versus the 1996 “superbike” with a monocoque frame, a power reduction of about 15% was obtained for the latter.

Another aspect of the bicycle frame investigated in those years was the lateral spacing between the cyclist’s feet and the frame. Parker et al. (1996) performed WT tests of a track bicycle with a diamond frame, either without any enclosure covering the empty space between the tubes forming the diamond frame or with a cover between these tubes. Only a dummy cyclist lower half (feet, legs and pelvis) was included in the tests. Results show that for the open diamond frame bicycle, reducing the spacing between the feet from 8.25 in (21.0 cm) to the standard spacing of 4.25 in (10.8 cm) and beyond to 1.25 in (3.2 cm) always reduce the aerodynamic drag: a 1.1 N drag decrease was measured between the feet spacing of 4.25 in (10.8 cm) and 1.25 in (3.2 cm). Contrarily, the tests
using the covered diamond frame showed a drag decrease from the widest feet distance (8.25 in, 21.0 cm) to the standard distance (4.25 in, 10.8 cm) but a 0.4 N drag increase when the feet spacing was further reduced to 2.75 in (7.0 cm) followed by a drag decrease for the lowest spacing tested (1.25 in, 3.2 cm). The results show a clear interaction between the frame shape and the cyclist legs, which can also be used to design narrower bottom brackets. Note that the UCI rules now forbid the use of frame shapes other than diamond frames.

Despite the UCI restriction concerning frame shape and tube shape, with maximum chord to width ratio to 3 to 1, frame profiles kept being studied by bicycle companies but the results were generally not published and if they were, these studies had often not been subjected to rigorous peer review. An example is the 2010 report written by an American bicycle manufacturing company (Harder et al., 2010), where different isolated profiles, including truncated airfoils, were tested by means of both WT tests and CFD simulations to find the best profile to be applied on their bicycles.

More recently, in 2014, the UCI relaxed some of the aerodynamic limitations for the world hour record, raising new interest in this type of competition. The world hour record of Campenaerts in 2019 (55,089 m), was performed using an aerodynamic bicycle, aero-bars and aerodynamic wheels, see Fig. 15d.

4.2. Wheels

The first “aerodynamic” wheels appeared already in the 1890s, however, their use was scarce and since that time, no further evolution in the aerodynamic design of wheels had been recorded for a century. Only from 1984, new generations of aerodynamic wheels were designed. These wheels are described in Subsection 4.2.1. Next, the state-of-the-art of wheel aerodynamics is presented, where first WT test results are addressed (Subsection 4.2.2), next the issues in comparing different WT studies are highlighted (Subsection 4.2.3), and finally the results from CFD studies are outlined (Subsection 4.2.4).

4.2.1. Wheel types and general performance

The first “aerodynamic” wheel was a disc wheel, patented in 1892 by Arthur Comings Hide (Hide, 1892). This patent did not include claims about aerodynamic advantages, nevertheless the book by Sharp (1896) reports claims about a lower air resistance associated with these wheels. Hide also built a safety bicycle with a rear disc wheel and a four-spoke front wheel (Fig. 22a): these wheels were quite similar to the ones used in modern track bicycles (Fig. 20c in Subsection 4.1). Hide’s design did not realize a breakthrough in cycling at the time and only little information about disc wheel use can be found in the literature. However, Schmitz (1990, 2000) and Abbott and Wilson (1995) reported and showed that these disc wheels were mounted in bicycles with streamlined enclosures in 1913 and 1914. One reason for the scarce use of these wheels could be their poor stability in crosswind conditions, especially when used as front wheels (Abbott and Wilson, 1995). This instability was recently confirmed by several authors (Edwards, 1986, as reported in Kyle, 1995a; Greenwell et al., 1995) who found that the pressure center of a disc wheel is located about 0.25 times the diameter in front of the wheel axle, hence the side force can cause substantial instability for these wheels when strong crosswinds are present. On the other hand, the center of pressure of spoked and tri-spoke wheels is about 0.13 times the diameter ahead of the wheel axle (Greenwell et al., 1995). As a result, given the same side force, the steering moment is only about half that of a disc wheel. In addition, the lower side force on spoked wheels than disc wheels also adds to a lower steering moment (Godo et al., 2010; Greenwell et al., 1995).

Disc wheels became popular only from 1984, after Moser established two world hour records using a bicycle developed by means of WT tests (Dal Monte et al., 1987) and equipped with lenticular wheels. These wheels were designed to have a streamlined shape using two convex shells, as in Figs. 15c and 22b (Dal Monte, 1988). In a recent interview, Dal Monte stated that this shape was inspired by the radar used in Awacs aircrafts (Crosetti, 2014). Dal Monte et al. (1987) reported tests of Moser himself in a WT on a bicycle equipped with both conventional spoked wheels and with lenticular wheels. During these tests the wind speed was fixed to 14 m/s and the wheels were kept static. Dal Monte et al. (1987) systematically tested different skinsuits, helmets and bicycle components, like lenticular wheels, aerodynamic crank, streamlined shoes and pedals, to optimize the aerodynamic drag of the combined cyclist-bicycle system. Moreover, the bicycle was equipped with a smaller front than rear wheel (660 mm and 711 mm diameter, respectively), since towing tests had previously indicated that this configuration was more aerodynamically advantageous (Dal Monte et al., 1983, reported in Dal Monte et al., 1987). However no quantitative results were provided about this drag reduction. Note that recent tests found a larger drag when the same cyclist-bicycle system was tested with rotating rather than static wheels and moving legs, from ≈6% higher (Crouch et al., 2017) to ≈30% higher (García-López et al., 2008). The moving legs and the rotating wheels are the causes for the larger measured drag. In particular, Kyle (1991c, 2002) measured 15%–30% higher drag for an isolated rotating wheel compared to an isolated static wheel.

The four-spoke wheels designed for the first time by Hide around in 1896 (Fig. 22a), were reinvented in the late 1980s. The reason to develop wheels with large and few spokes was to find a trade-off between aerodynamics and stability due to crosswind, the latter being a main issue for disc wheels. A tri-spoke wheel (Fig. 22c) patent was filed in 1988 (Hopkins and Principe, 1988) and WT tests reported in 1990 (Hopkins et al., 1990; Kyle, 1990). These tests showed a small drag difference, within the experimental error, between the new designed tri-spoke wheel

![Fig. 22. (a) Safety bicycle with four-spoke front wheel and disc rear wheel, built by Hide (source: Sharp, 1896); (b) Lenticular wheel designed in 1984 (source: Dal Monte, 1988); (c) Tri-spoke wheel patent filed in 1988 (source: Hopkins and Principe, 1988).](image-url)
and a lenticular wheel for both 0° and 10° yaw angle. At 10° yaw angle, both aerodynamic wheels had about 65%-75% lower drag than at 0° yaw angle. This behavior is called the “sail-effect”, and it is caused by the generation of a lift force with a component parallel to the direction of motion. Compared to a full disc wheel, this tri-spoke wheel had only half of the disc wheel lateral surface area (Hopkins et al., 1990).

### 4.2.2. Wind tunnel studies

With the raised awareness of the importance of aerodynamics in cycling following Moser’s world hour record (Hinault and Genzling, 1988) and contemporary WT tests of Kyle and Burke (1984) to optimize the aerodynamics of the cyclist-bicycle combination for the 1984 Olympic Games, the number of aerodynamic tests on bicycle wheels increased in those years. WT tests were the common method for investigating bicycle wheel aerodynamics. An overview of WT tests is provided in Table 3, where the table entries are the wheel type, the test-section cross-sectional dimensions, the speed tested, the yaw angles investigated, and the reference.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Test section [m²] (W x H)</th>
<th>Speed [km/h]</th>
<th>Yaw angle ['']</th>
<th>Wheel type</th>
<th>Reported results</th>
<th>Rotational moment measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kyle (1990, 1991c, 1995b, 2002)</td>
<td>0.61 x 0.91</td>
<td>24-73</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zdravkovich (1992)</td>
<td>1.20 x 0.91</td>
<td>20-42</td>
<td>0-25</td>
<td>p-Sp</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayers and Stanley (1994)</td>
<td>0.87 x 0.58</td>
<td>30-72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>c-Sp</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwell et al. (1995)</td>
<td>2.13 x 1.52</td>
<td>16-48</td>
<td>0-90</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tew and Sayers (1999)</td>
<td>0.87 x 0.58</td>
<td>30-55</td>
<td>0-30</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jermy et al. (2008)</td>
<td>1.20 x 0.90</td>
<td>30-50</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>D, S, P</td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barry et al. (2012)</td>
<td>4.00 x 2.60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0-30</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane and Morton (2018)</td>
<td>1.00 x 1.00</td>
<td>32-59</td>
<td>0-12.6</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **W** = width; **H** = height.
- **Open test section. The dimensions refer to the wind tunnel jet.**
- **Sp** = spoke; **a-Sp** = aerospoked wheels (tri-spoke, four-spoke and five-spoke wheels); **p-Sp** = spoke wheels with splitter plates; **c-Sp** = spoke wheels with cladding; **disc** = disc or lenticular wheels.
- **Bicycle and mannequin included in the tests.**
- **D** = drag; **S** = side force; **C_D** = drag coefficient; **C_S** = side force coefficient; **C_Y** = yawing moment coefficient; **P** = power; **C_D,A** = drag area; **C_S,A** = side force area; **C_Y,A** = yawing moment area; **C_RM,A** = rolling moment area.
- **Coefficient computed using frontal area 2t**, where **t** is the tire width and **r** the wheel radius including the tire.
- **Coefficients computed using lateral area, ar²**, where **r** is the wheel radius including the tire.

These WT tests generally aimed at a comparison of commercially available wheels in terms of aerodynamic drag. The vast majority of previous WT tests cycling wheel aerodynamics were performed for isolated wheels. Here, the term isolated refers to the absence of the frame but with the inclusion of a slender support structure in WT tests, and with potential presence of a nearby flat surface, roller or rolling belt representing the ground. Indeed, the standard practice in testing cycling wheels is to focus on isolated wheels. While it is clear that the final goal is the drag reduction of the whole system of the bicycle— including all components – and rider, testing wheels together with the rest of the bicycle unavoidably renders the results on wheel performance dependent on the bicycle, which complicates a clear comparison. Nevertheless, also field tests of bicycles equipped with different wheels were also performed (Capelli et al., 1993; Hagberg and McCole, 1990; McCole et al., 1990). Concerning the field tests by Hagberg and McCole (1990) and McCole et al. (1990), where the $V_Q$ of the cyclists was measured when riding bicycles with different wheels, Lukes et al. (2005) argued that small performance differences could not be sensed by this type of tests.

These WT tests generally aimed at a comparison of commercially available wheels in terms of aerodynamic drag. The first systematic comparison of commercially available wheels was conducted by Kyle (1990, 1991c, 1995b, 2002), who tested more than 30 wheels, including disc wheels, aerodynamically-spoked (tri- and four-spoke) wheels and spoked wheels. Note that in the present paper, the term spoked wheels refers to wheels equipped with a high number of spokes, from 12 up to 36, which have small cross-sectional dimensions, in the order of few mm diameter or chord. The majority of these tests was performed with the wheel aligned with incoming flow, thus with a 0° yaw angle, and only few with yaw angles >0°. Overall, the aerodynamic drag was found to be lowest for lenticular and disc wheels, with a maximum drag difference of 16% between the best and worst performing disc wheel. The aerodynamically-spoked wheels had a larger deviation between different models, up to 38%, with the drag of the best performing models situated within the drag values of the disc wheels. The spoked wheels had the worst performance among the different wheels, with 50%-150% larger drag than the best disc wheel. The spoked wheels showed a large variability in results due to their different number of spokes, spoke shape, rim shape, rim depth and tire width. Nevertheless, a general trend that was discerned was that fewer spokes, deeper rims and narrower tires reduced the aerodynamic drag. Moreover, the best cross-sectional shapes for spokes were found to be bladed and oval, whereas the worst shape was a rounded one. Some examples of cross-sectional shapes are shown in Fig. 23 for commercially available spokes (Roues Artisanales, 2008). A few wheels were also tested at 10° yaw angle, equivalent to a mild crosswind. In this condition, lenticular, disc and tri-spoke wheels decreased their drag thanks to the sail effect. It should be noted that the drag force provided by Kyle correspond to the sum of translational and rotational aerodynamic drag, the former measured by a force balance and the latter derived from the power needed to keep the wheel spinning. The rotational drag accounted for about 20–40% of the total drag, depending on the wheel (Kyle, 1995b). More recently, Jermy et al. (2008) confirmed the high impact of the rotational moment to the total power needed to translate and rotate a wheel. The rotational power had a higher contribution to the total drag than found in previous studies: 25–50% for disc wheels, 37–55% for aerodynamically-spoked wheels and 45–55% for spoked wheels (Jermy et al., 2008). Therefore a complete analysis of wheel aerodynamics has to consider both translational drag and the rotational drag. However, as shown in Table 3, other WT tests in the literature (Barry et al., 2012; Crane and Morton, 2018; Greenwell et al., 1995; Sayers and Stanley, 1994; Tew and Sayers, 1999; Zdravkovich, 1992) did not consider the rotational drag in their analyses. Besides the aerodynamic drag, Kyle (1995b) also discussed other parameters affecting the wheel performance: weight, moment of inertia, stiffness of the wheel and rolling resistance. An increase in wheel weight increases the rolling resistance and the potential energy component when slopes are present (see Eqs. (5)-(6)). Weight increase and its distribution also influence the wheel moment of inertia: a larger moment of inertia slows the acceleration of a wheel. Lastly, the rolling resistance also depends on the tire mounted on the wheel and the quality of the ground surface.

In addition to the previous commercially-available wheel comparisons, two studies (Zdravkovich, 1992; Sayers and Stanley, 1994) investigated if adding elements to spoked wheels could provide a drag

---


*Note:* Table 3 provides information on wind tunnel tests of wheel aerodynamics.
decrease. Zdravkovich (1992) tested a spoke wheel without and with splitter plates of different length (Fig. 24a). The splitter plates are thin plates placed circumferentially inside the wheel’s rim. This idea originated from previous investigations on bluff bodies (Roshko, 1954; Apelt et al., 1973, 1975) where splitter plates were shown to reduce the vortex shedding from these bodies thus reducing their drag with up to 17% (Apelt et al., 1975, reported in Zdravkovich, 1992). For bicycle wheels, only a small drag reduction (<5%) was achieved using short splitter plates with a two tire-width length, whereas longer ones actually increased the drag with up to +5%. Zdravkovich (1992) argued that the reason for the small impact of splitter plates on wheel aerodynamics was the limited vortex shedding from the wheels. Zdravkovich (1992) also introduced a quantity named the shape factor, defined as the ratio of the wheel diameter to the tire width. Increasing the shape factor from 22 to 31, thus narrowing the tires, the drag coefficient increased with up to almost 40%. This was in contrast to the conclusions by Kyle (1990, 1991b), who stated that narrower tires were preferable from an aerodynamic point of view. This apparent contradiction is due to how the drag coefficient was measured, as explained by Greenwell et al. (1995): as will be outlined below in Subsection 4.2.3. Moreover, Zdravkovich (1992) found a high drag force sensitivity to yaw angle alignment: a 2° misalignment gave more than 10% difference in drag. A high yaw angle sensitivity in WT tests was later confirmed also by Greenwell et al. (1995), Sayers and Stanley (1994) added claddings of different shapes on wheels (Fig. 24b). These consisted of cardboard discs fitted over the spokes on each side of the wheel. The two partial cladding configurations namely disc, with cladding near the hub, and ring, with cladding near the rim, did not provide any drag coefficient reduction, whereas a full cladding improved the wheel drag, especially if no discontinuities or steps were present between the cladding and the rim, as shown in Fig. 24b for the a2-full case. The results by Sayers and Stanley (1994) were given in terms of drag coefficient similarly to Zdravkovich (1992). However, this choice did not influence their conclusions since the same tire type was employed in all the tests.

Greenwell et al. (1995) and Tew and Sayers (1999) investigated seven and six commercially-available wheels, respectively, by means of WT tests. Both studies tested the selected wheels, ranging from 36-spokes to tri-spoke and disc wheels, at different WT velocities and yaw angles. At zero yaw angle, “aerodynamic” wheels, namely deep-rim, tri-spoke and disc wheels, had smaller drag than “conventional” 36-spoke wheels in both studies. However, while all aerodynamic wheels had around a 25% drag reduction compared to the conventional 36-spokes wheel in Greenwell et al. (1995), this difference ranged between 50% and 70% in Tew and Sayers (1999), showing both a larger drag reduction and a larger difference in performance between the aerodynamic wheels. At yaw angles larger than 0° for a speed of 48 km/h, Greenwell et al. (1995) found that disc wheels significantly decreased their drag until it became negative at around 15° yaw angle, thus creating thrust. However, this behavior was not observed by Tew and Sayers (1999): the second worst drag coefficient was measured for a disc wheel at yaw angles larger than 15° at speeds equal or smaller 48 km/h. On the other hand the side force had a similar trend for similar wheel types between the two studies, with the side force value increasing almost linearly with yaw angle for all the wheels. One exception was noted by Tew and Sayers in the measured side force of disc wheel: it grew linearly from 0° to 5° and from 8° to 30°, whereas between 5° and 8° a sudden drop was measured. However, Giberti and Grassi (2008) stated that this behavior was never observed in their WT measurements for similar typology of wheels. Greenwell et al. (1995) showed also that the maximum side force correlated well with the side area of each wheel, thus the larger the side area of the wheel, the higher the side force. High values of the side force could also cause high yawing instabilities. Moreover, Greenwell et al. (1995) did not consider any blockage correction in their study, stating that the blockage should be negligible. Both studies found a weak influence of the WT speed, especially for side force and turning moment. Greenwell et al. (1995) explained the low dependency on the Reynolds number by the argument that no laminar regions should be present on the wheels due to the flow transition caused by the tire tread and wheel rotation. Lastly, Greenwell et al. compared the results from different studies about spoke wheels at 0° yaw angle, finding that decreasing the number of spokes from 36 to 24 reduced significantly the aerodynamic drag coefficient, ~35%, whereas a further reduction to 16 spokes reduced the drag an additional 10% compared to the 24 spokes configuration.

Recent WT tests on wheel aerodynamics also highlighted the role of the interaction between the tire and the rim. Crane and Morton (2018) tested six wheels combined with five different tires at yaw angles between 0° and 13°. The drag and side force area results were then averaged using weights accounting for the probability a certain yaw angle is encountered (Brownlie et al., 2010; Cooper, 2003, 2012) while travelling at 13.4 m/s. This type of average was called wind averaged drag area, or
wind averaged side force area, following the common name used in car and truck industry to describe this averaging technique (Cooper, 2003, 2012). The wind averaged drag area increased for larger ratios between the tire to rim width. This increase showed an almost linear dependence with the ratio between the tire to rim width, with the linear regression providing $R^2 = 0.87$. Crane and Morton (2018) did not provide the regression coefficients, however the present authors estimated that the slope of the line was around 0.034 $m^2$ and the intercept $-0.012 m^2$. a 10% wider tire may cause a drag difference of about 0.4 $N$ at 13.4 $m/s$ for a single wheel. Moreover, the wind averaged side force was mostly influenced by the rim depth rather than the tire and rim widths. Therefore, Crane and Morton (2018) suggested that wheel manufacturers should consider also different tires in their design process and that cyclists should mount tires that are as wide as the rim, as also suggested by Kyle (2002). Moreover, Hed and Haug (1991) in their patent also reported an improved aerodynamic when the ratio between the rim width to tire width is between 1.05 and 1.15, or vice versa when the tire width to rim width is between 0.87 and 0.95.

Even though it is standard practice to testing isolated cycling wheels, the final goal is to reduce the drag of the whole system of the bicycle – including all components – and the rider. Therefore it is necessary to study their interaction. Barry et al. (2012) tested five different wheels in a WT, including spoked, tri-spoke and disc. The tests were conducted using these wheels as the front wheel of a bicycle, with and without a mannequin. The rear wheel was a flat disc wheel for the tests without the mannequin and a lenticular disc wheel for the tests with the mannequin. Results showed different drag trends for the results with and without the mannequin. Generally, a front disc wheel provided the best, or among the best, drag area for yaw angles between 0° and 30° for the case without the mannequin and between 0° and 15° for the case with the mannequin. In the latter case, for yaw angles between 20° and 30°, the front disc wheel provided the worst results compared to other wheels with a sharp increase in the drag area. The deep-rim spoked and tri-spoke wheels gave overall lower drag area values compared to shallow-rim wheels and values close to those of the disc wheels for yaw angles between 0° and 15° for the case with the mannequin. Moreover, deep-rim spoked wheels and tri-spoke wheels had a lower side force area, yawing moment area and rolling moment area than disc wheels for all yaw angles, but higher than shallow-rim spoked wheels. Barry et al. (2012) highlighted that the latter two moments can cause an increase of the rolling resistance and reduce the handling of the bicycle and the performance of the cyclist, especially at high yaw angles.

### 4.2.3. Comparison of selected wind tunnel studies

In this subsection some specific WT studies are selected and their results are highlighted to show and explain apparent discrepancies and inconsistencies. First the contradiction between the results of Zdravkovich (1992) and Kyle (1990, 1991b) is discussed, next the results by Tew and Sayers (1999) and Greenwell et al. (1995) are compared. Finally, the discrepancies of the WT tests mentioned in (Godo et al., 2009, 2010, 2011) are addressed.

Zdravkovich (1992) concluded in the above-mentioned study that narrowing the tires caused a drag coefficient increase up to almost 40%. This was in contrast to the conclusions by Kyle (1990, 1991b) who stated that narrower tires were preferable from an aerodynamic point of view. This apparent contradiction was explained by Greenwell et al. (1995): Zdravkovich computed the wheel drag coefficient similarly to other bluff bodies by ignoring the interference around the frontal area given by the multiplication of the tire width and the wheel diameter. However, the drag of different wheel components, like hub, rim and spokes, did not scale with the tire width, therefore Greenwell et al. (1995) suggested to use the drag area or a drag coefficient based on the full-wheel side area, equal to $\pi r^2$, with $r$ the wheel radius, to compare the drag of different wheels. Based on this definition, the wheel tested by Zdravkovich (1992) with a narrow tire indeed had a lower drag area than the wheel with a wider tire (Greenwell et al., 1995). This revised conclusion confirmed the findings from Kyle (1990; 1991b).

Greenwell et al. (1995) and Tew and Sayers (1999) tested seven and six wheels, respectively. Among the tested wheels, two were used in both studies, namely the 16-spoke Campagnolo Shamal and the Specialized tri-spoke, therefore it is possible to quantitatively compare their drag results. At 0° yaw angle, a 37% and 16% lower drag was measured by Tew and Sayers (1999) than Greenwell et al. (1995) for the spoked and tri-spoke wheel, respectively. These tests were performed under different conditions. This can explain the different results found by Tew and Sayers (1999) versus Greenwell et al. (1995) on the same wheel: different WTs were employed; open test section in (Tew and Sayers, 1999) versus closed test section in (Greenwell et al., 1995), probably different tires were used, 20 mm width in (Tew and Sayers, 1999) versus not provided by (Greenwell et al., 1995), different wheel types were applied, a front wheel in (Tew and Sayers, 1999) and a rear wheel including gears in (Greenwell et al., 1995) and finally, different wheel supports were used; a single vertical strut in (Tew and Sayers, 1999) versus the rear part of a cut bicycle frame in (Greenwell et al., 1995).

Godo et al. (2009, 2010, 2011) did not perform any WT tests, however they compared their CFD results with WT results available in the literature or provided them by wheel manufacturers. Note that it is unclear whether the WT measurements provided by wheel manufacturers were subjected to scientific reporting and peer review, thus they should be considered with caution. The reported WT results presented a high drag discrepancy. For example, eight WT results were reported at 0° yaw angle for the for the Zipp808 spoked wheel, with a drag coefficient ranging between about 0.02 and 0.05, whereas only two different WT tests were reported for yaw angles up to 20°, with a drag coefficient discrepancy between these two sets of data ranging from 10% to 40%.

The above-mentioned different measurements results performed by different authors for the same wheel can be attributed to the lack of a uniform testing methodology. Indeed, even with the focus generally on isolated wheels, Crane and Morton (2018) pointed out that the testing protocols might significantly vary between different manufacturers and researchers. As indicated in Table 3, generally, all these studies were performed under different test conditions. In addition, Crane and Morton (2018) found a large sensitivity of the aerodynamic drag to the ratio between the tire width and the rim width, therefore the use of different tires in those studies could have also contributed to the drag discrepancies reported in this subsection.

### 4.2.4. CFD studies

After 2000, wheel aerodynamics started to be investigated also by means of CFD simulations. An overview is presented in Table 4, where the table entries are the wheel type, the dimensions of the computational domain, the size of the computational grid, the turbulence modeling approach, the rotation modeling approach and whether or not a comparison with WT tests was performed. Table 4 shows that the vast majority of previous CFD studies were performed for isolated wheels, in line with the standard practice in WT tests. Similar to Table 3, Table 4 shows that also CFD simulations are characterized by the lack of a uniform testing methodology, which can impede an inter-study comparison.

One of the first CFD studies on wheel aerodynamics was mentioned by Hanna (2002). Hanna reported that CFD simulations were performed to assess and quantify the presence of the sail effect of disc wheels when used at the rear of bicycles. For this purpose, two computational models were created with the same cyclist and bicycle but different rear wheel shape, i.e. spoked versus disc. Note that the spoked wheel considered was approximated by only the tire, rim and hub, thus without the spokes for computational economy. Both configurations were evaluated at a travelling speed of about 40 km/h, for a 90° crosswind ranging from 0 to about 48 km/h. In zero crosswind conditions, the combined cyclist-bicycle with rear disc wheel had a 2% lower drag compared to the case with the rear spoked wheel. This drag difference increased in crosswind conditions: for the case with 32 km/h crosswind (≈39° yaw angle), the drag aligned with the rider direction was 17% lower when
using the rear disc wheel rather than the rear spoked wheel. However, for the same 32 km/h crosswind, the side force on the cyclist-bicycle configuration with rear disc wheel doubled the one with spoked wheel. The text did not mention the detailed methodology description and result validation.

Subsequent CFD studies on wheel aerodynamics focused on isolated wheels, without any support or bicycle (Godo et al., 2009, 2010; Karabelas and Markatos, 2012; Knupe and Farmer, 2009; Malizia et al., 2019; Malizia and Blocken, 2020; Pogni and Petrone, 2016) with the exception of Godo et al. (2011) where the front fork and the front half of a cut bicycle frame were included (Table 4). The majority of these studies focused on comparing the aerodynamic performance of different wheel types, including spoked, tri-spoke and disc wheels, whereas Karabelas and Markatos (2012) and Pogni and Petrone (2016) only considered spoked wheels. In contrast, Malizia et al. (2019) focused on the CFD methodology used to investigate the aerodynamics of cycling spoked wheels and Malizia and Blocken (2020) focused on the impact of the ground and the type of ground-wheel contact modeling on the wheel aerodynamics, with highlights of the flow behavior around the wheel (Fig. 25).

The CFD studies by Godo et al. (2009, 2010, 2011) compared the performance of six wheels: one "conventional" shallow-rim wheel, three deep-rim spoked wheels with rims of different depth, one tri-spoke wheel and one disc wheel. Godo et al. (2009, 2010, 2011) found similar drag values for the spoked wheels at 0° yaw angle, while the tri-spoke and the disc wheel had about 6% and 18% lower drag than the spoked wheels, respectively. Increasing the yaw angle, the drag of the spoked wheels generally reduced up to around 10° yaw angle, after that it increased until the last yaw angle computed, 20°. However, the spoked wheels with deeper rims had a larger drag reduction than spoked wheels with shallow rims; for example, at 10° yaw angle the drag of the wheel with deepest rim was almost 60% lower than the drag of the same wheel at 0°. Contrarily, the drag of the tri-spoke wheel increased until around 8° yaw angle (+16%), after that it decreased; whereas the drag of the disc wheel drag decreased almost monotonically, with the exception of a drag increase at 10° and 12° yaw angle, reaching an almost zero drag condition for yaw angles between 16° and 20°. Similarly to previous WT studies (Greenwell et al., 1995; Tew and Sayers, 1999), the side force showed an almost linear increase with the yaw angle, with larger values when
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### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Wheel type</th>
<th>Domain (W x H x L)</th>
<th>Grid</th>
<th>Turbulence modeling</th>
<th>Rotational modeling</th>
<th>Comparison with WT tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hanna (2002)</td>
<td>Sp; Disc</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>MRF</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knupe and Farmer</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td>1.4 × 1.2 × 5.0 m³ (2.0g) × 1.7g</td>
<td>6 M-10 M</td>
<td>Std k-ε</td>
<td>MRF</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godo et al. (2009, 2010)</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td>0.8 × 1.1 × 2.8 m³ (1.2g) × 1.5g × 4g</td>
<td>3.8 M-16 M</td>
<td>SA-DES</td>
<td>MRF-RW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malizia et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Sp; a-Sp; disc</td>
<td>Semi-ellipsoid</td>
<td>6 M-10 M</td>
<td>SA-DDES</td>
<td>MRF-RW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karabelas and Markatos (2012)</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>4.2 × 4.2 × 14.0 m³ (6g) × 6g × 20g</td>
<td>250 k-522</td>
<td>URANS</td>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Yes†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pogni and Petrone (2016)</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>1.5 × 1.2 × 2.0 m³ (2.1g) × 1.7g × 2g</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>Std k-ε</td>
<td>MRF</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malizia and Blocken (2019)</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>7.7 × 7.7 × 11.2 m³ (11.0g) × 11.0g × 16.0g</td>
<td>Up to 46 M</td>
<td>SA, k-ε SST, k-ω SST</td>
<td>MRF-RW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malizia and Blocken (2020)</td>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>7.7 × 7.7 × 11.2 m³ (11.0g) × 11.0g × 16.0g</td>
<td>Up to 41 M</td>
<td>k-ω SST</td>
<td>MRF-RW</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Sp = spoked; a-Sp = aero-spoked wheels (tri-spoke, four-spoke and five-spoke wheels); disc = disc or lenticular wheels.
- The spoke wheel included only the tire, rim and hub. The spokes were neglected.
- Wheel diameter, \( \varnothing \), assumed to be 0.7 m. Moreover, \( W = \) width, \( H = \) height and \( L = \) length of the computational domain.
- No size provided.
- “k” is used for thousands \((10^3)\) and “M” for millions \((10^6)\).
- Std k-ε = standard k-ε; SA = Spalart Allmaras; DES = detached eddy simulation; DDES = delayed detached eddy simulation; Rk-ε = realizable k-ε; k-ω SST = k-ω shear stress transport; k-ω SST = k-ω SST with intermittency transition model; URANS = unsteady RANS with Re-Normalization Group k-ε turbulence model.
- RW = rotating wall; MRF = moving reference frame; MRF-RW = hybrid MRF and RW; SM = sliding mesh.
- † Only comparison with WT test of static (i.e. non-rotating) wheel.
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**Fig. 25.** (a) Isosurfaces of static pressure coefficient \( C_p = -0.3 \) (gray) together with \( C_p \) contours on the rotating wheel and on the ground; (b) vector plots and contours of \( C_p \) in a lateral vertical plane at a streamwise distance from the hub center \( x = \pm 3/46 \), where \( \varnothing \) is the wheel diameter equal to 700 mm (adapted from Malizia and Blocken, 2020).
deeper rims or disc wheels were used. Moreover, unstable turning moments, i.e. moments that tend to further increase the yaw angle, were found at all yaw angles for the disc wheel and the wheel with the deepest rim, 125 mm depth for the combined rim and tire, whereas stable turning moments, i.e. moments that tend to reduce the yaw angle, were found for all the other wheels, including the tri-spoke. Among all these studies, only the study by Godo et al. (2011) included the rotational power; its contribution to the total power was 9–10% for the tri-spoke wheel, 12–18% for the wheel with 75 mm depth of the combined rim and tire, and 17–24% for the deepest rim wheel considered, thus smaller than the results of Kyle (1995b) and Jermy et al. (2008). Lastly, Godo et al. (2011) found that the wheel type had a stronger effect on fork aerodynamics than the fork on wheel aerodynamics. Godo et al. (2009, 2010, 2011) did not perform any WT tests, however they compared their CFD results with WT results available in the literature or provided them by wheel manufacturers, as mentioned in Subsection 4.2.3. These WT results presented a high drag discrepancy. For example, two different WT tests were reported for the for the Zipp808 spoked wheel for yaw angles up to 20°, with a drag coefficient discrepancy between these two sets of data ranging from 10% to 40%. This situation with very large discrepancies in WT results is unfortunately detrimental for the confidence when comparing CFD and WT results: at different yaw angles, the computed drag coefficient was 20%–45% lower than the measured drag coefficient of one of the two sets, whereas the discrepancy with the other set of WT measurements ranged between –35% and +20%.

Karabelas and Markatos (2012) performed both CFD simulations and WT tests of a static spoked wheel, thus not rotating, together with CFD simulations of the same spoked wheel but rotating. For the static wheel case, the WT results showed a sensitivity of the aerodynamic forces to the simulations of the same spoked wheel but rotating. For the static wheel WT tests of a static spoked wheel, thus not rotating, together with CFD ranged between RNG k-ε model (Orszag et al., 1993) and the standard wall functions ε and 45°–55°, the drag coefficient for inlet velocities of 7 m/s and 9 m/s was about 5% and 15%, respectively, higher than the drag at 5 m/s. Contrarily, the CFD results showed negligible sensitivity of the drag coefficient to the inlet velocity tested: 5 m/s, 10 m/s and 20 m/s. The present authors hypothesize that this observation was caused by the turbulence model and near-wall modeling approach used by Karabelas and Markatos (2012), being the RNG k-ε model and the standard wall functions (Lauder and Spalding, 1974). This combined approach is not able to compute the laminar-to-turbulent transition, therefore the flow will have been turbulent on the entire wheel for all the velocities tested, and as a result no drag variations due to laminar-to-turbulent transition could be captured. Moreover the CFD simulations systematically underestimated the WT results by 18%–40% for yaw angles in the range of 0°–45°. The only exception was the drag at 7.5° yaw angle, for which the measured drag had a significant drop, –18% and –31% compared to the measured drag at 0° and 15° yaw angle, respectively, consequently the CFD and WT results were in closer agreement for this particular yaw angle. The rotating-wheel CFD simulations showed a larger drag coefficient, about 20%, than static wheels. Moreover, the tire-rim combination was the main source of drag in all yaw angle configurations (=65% at 0° yaw angle), then the 16 spokes (=30% at 0°), and lastly the hub (=5% at 0°). Two additional wheel models with different number of spokes, 8 and 32, were also created, and the results showed a drag decrease by lowering the number of spokes from 32 spokes to 16 spokes (=–18%) and 8 spokes (=–22%).

Two main problems in CFD simulations of wheel aerodynamics are the lack of uniform testing methodology and the large sensitivity of the results to the wide range of computational parameters to be set by the user. Some recent studies have attempted to address some of these issues by sensitivity analyses and the establishment of some guidelines for CFD simulations of isolated wheel aerodynamics. Malizia et al. (2019) focused on the impact of the computational grid resolution, the approach for wheel rotation modelling and the turbulence modelling on the computed translational and rotational drag. They showed that an adequate choice of these parameters is critical for accurate results to be obtained. From this analysis, a close agreement between the computed drag coefficient and that from WT results in the literature (Tew and Sayers, 1999) was achieved, with a drag coefficient discrepancy smaller than 3.4%. However, the analysis was limited to only one 16-spoke wheel, one yaw angle (0°) and one speed (13.41 m/s). However in the CFD simulations of Malizia et al. (2019) the ground was neglected to resemble the experimental conditions in (Tew and Sayers, 1999). The impact of the presence of the ground and the type of ground-wheel contact modeling on wheel aerodynamics was later studied by Malizia and Blocken (2020). In addition, a description of the flow behavior around the wheel was also provided; Fig. 25 shows a high pressure in the front section of the tire, hub and gears, and on the wheel and ground near their area of contact. Two low pressure regions were generated in the wake of the hub and gears, which reached first the wheel rear bottom section then the ground. These low pressure regions are characterized by a counter rotating flow, which caused a downwash in the wheel’s wake and a high pressure region on the ground downstream the wheel.

4.3. Handlebar

The handlebar is one of the three points of contact between cyclist and bicycle, together with the saddle and the pedals. It has evolved from the wooden bar used in the Draisienne (Fig. 26a) to advanced bars such as the 3D printed titanium handlebar (Cicli Pinarello Spa, 2015) used in 2015 by Wiggins for his 2015 world hour record (Fig. 26c) or by Primož Roglič in his 2019 Vuelta TT (Fig. 26d). The aerodynamic design of a handlebar follows two strategies: optimizing the handlebar shape in terms of its aerodynamics, e.g. a more streamlined shape; and optimizing its shape to enable the cyclist to take a more aerodynamic posture, both in terms of reduced drag coefficient and reduced frontal area, without substantially limiting his or her power output.
but also through mathematical models of cyclist performances (Bourlet, 1894). However it is not clear how widespread this knowledge was at the end of the 19th century, not only empirically but also through mathematical models of cyclist performances (Bourlet, 1894). However it is not clear how widespread this knowledge was at that time. Note also that general conclusions on drag reduction can only be drawn after considering both the frontal area and drag coefficient and more specifically their product, the drag area C\(_D\)A: although a lower frontal area generally provides lower drag values in cycling, there are cases where cyclists with larger frontal area have lower drag values than other cyclists with smaller frontal area (e.g. in Barry et al., 2015; Blocken et al., 2018a; Edwards and Byrnes, 2007).

### 4.3.1. Dropped bars, cow-horn bars and tri-bars

Already in the early 20th century, different handlebar shapes were commercially available (Hadland and Lesling, 2014). The most common in competitions was the dropped handlebar, which is still widely used. There is no official date about its first use but already in 1894 bicycles were equipped with this type of handlebar (Gronen and Lemke, 1987; Kyle and Weaver, 2004), as shown in Fig. 26b. This handlebar enables the cyclist to reduce the frontal area by crouching forward and reducing the trunk angle, i.e. the angle between the horizontal and the trunk (Fig. 27a). The influence of the frontal area on aerodynamic performance was already known at the end of the 19th century, not only empirically but also through mathematical models of cyclist performances (Bourlet, 1894). However it is not clear how widespread this knowledge was at that time. Note also that general conclusions on drag reduction can only be drawn after considering both the frontal area and drag coefficient and more specifically their product, the drag area C\(_D\)A: although a lower frontal area generally provides lower drag values in cycling, there are cases where cyclists with larger frontal area have lower drag values than other cyclists with smaller frontal area (e.g. in Barry et al., 2015; Blocken et al., 2018a; Edwards and Byrnes, 2007).

The idea of reducing the frontal area to increase cyclist performance came back around the 1970s, when new handlebar locations and handlebar shapes were introduced. The former refers to connecting the handlebar at a lower position along the head tube instead of on top of it, whereas the latter refers to a reverse curvature of the hand grips compared to the dropped handlebar; this handlebar was known as “cow-horn” or “bull-horn”. One example of a cow-horn handlebar not connected on the head tube is shown in Fig. 27b. It dates back to 1976 and was designed by Maier Moussa for his carbon fiber bicycle (Boardman, 2015). This handlebar was connected directly to the forks of the front wheel. A similar handlebar was used by Lothar Thoms who won the 1,000 m track TT at the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow with the time of 1’02”955, establishing the new world record. The previous 1,000 m track TT world record was set only one month earlier by Urs Freuler with the time of 1’05”582, more than 2 s slower than Thoms. Cow-horn shaped handlebars were also connected on top of the head tube, for instance in the world hour record bicycle of Moser (Fig. 15c) or in the “funny bicycles” of the 1984 USA Olympic cycling team (Fig. 18b). A further evolution of the cow-horn handlebar was the design by Ménard in 1980 (Hinault and Genzling, 1988) for the 1983 Gitane Delta bicycle (Fig. 28a and b). Ménard replaced the common circular horizontal bar of this handlebar with an airplane-wing shaped horizontal bar (Fig. 28a) and a bicycle equipped with this handlebar was also driven by Laurent Fignon in the 1984 prologue of the Tour de France (Fig. 28b). Similarly, Schauf attached a streamlined-shaped handlebar (Kyle, 2001) at the bottom of the head tube (Figs. 27a and 28c) for their aerodynamic bicycles (Kyle, 2001) designed between 1979 and 1980 (Schauff, 2018). This bicycle was used in the 1983 track cycling world championship.

At the 1984 RAAM race (Race Across America), Jim Elliot equipped his bicycle with a forearm support mounted centrally on his handlebar (Boardman, 2015). This support both reduced his arm-muscle stress and lowered his frontal area, and presumably his total drag. This design was further developed and used by Pete Penseyres (Boardman, 2015), 1986 RAAM race winner. The new handlebar enabled him not only to support his forearms but also to keep his hands in front of him (Fig. 29a) (Boardman, 2015). The first commercially available version of this handlebar, called clip-on handlebar, aero-bars or tri-bars, was patented by Lennon in 1987 (US patent 4,750,754; filed in January 1987), see Fig. 29b, and successfully used in many TT races, for instance LeMond won the individual TT of the 1989 Tour de France using this type of handlebar.

### 4.3.2. The special handlebars by Obree

Following the idea of frontal area reduction, Graeme Obree developed a new bicycle, the “Old Faithful”. Obree reduced his frontal area riding on this bicycle by placing his hands near the chest and shoulder, thus shielding his arms from the wind (“tucked in”) in a very crouched position (Fig. 29c). This position was kept using an ad-hoc handlebar, which was flat and narrow, with an oval cross section (Boardman, 2015). Using this bicycle and position, Obree broke the world hour record twice, in 1993 (51,596 m) and in 1994 (52,713 m). In between, Boardman broke the world hour record (52,270 m) on a monocoque track bicycle equipped with aero-bars (see Subsection 4.1 and Fig. 20c). However, in 1994 the UCI introduced new regulations about the saddle position, which had to be situated at least 50 mm behind a vertical line passing through the bottom bracket axle, and about the distance between chest and handlebar, such that “daylight” should be visible (Boardman, 2015). After the introduction of these rules, Obree was disqualified during the 1994 Men’s individual pursuit world championship and his tucked position was banned. Despite the new rules, the world hour record was broken another three times by the end of 1994: once by Miguel Indurain (53,040 m) and twice by Tony Rominger (53,832 m and 55,291 m), see Section 4.1, Figs. 20 and 21. All the bicycles used for these hour records were equipped with aero-bars. After the tucked position being banned, Obree in 1995 equipped his bicycle with aero-bars and started adapting handlebars equipped with cow-horns, the cyclist trunk angle is indicated in red (reproduced with permission from Schauff).
his position to the new type of handlebar (Obree, 2005). After several rides, Obree found that the best position for himself was with his arms as high up and stretched out as much as possible (Obree, 2005), see Fig. 29d. In this completely stretched position, Obree was able to reduce his frontal area and to have a more streamlined position than possible with shorter aero-bars. Obree used this position for the individual pursuit of the world cup series, and after winning the Australian race in 1995, an Australian newspaper printed a picture of Obree while using his new position, with the title “superman”: from that moment on, this position was commonly nicknamed the “superman” position (Obree, 2005).

Adopting this position, Obree also won the world pursuit title in 1995. Other riders also adopted this position, such as Chris Boardman who broke the world hour record in 1996. However, new UCI rules forbade also this position at the end of 1996.

4.3.3. Wind tunnel tests and CFD simulations

Several studies about the aerodynamic impact of the handlebar are summarized in Table 5. The first studies where different handlebar positions and shapes were tested to reduce the cyclist drag were performed by Dal Monte et al. (1987) and Kyle (1989) by means of WT tests. Dal Monte et al. (1987) tested two handlebar heights on Moser’s world hour record bicycle, finding that a lower height reduced the total drag. This bicycle was equipped with a cow-horn handlebar. Kyle (1989) investigated the impact of cow-horn and tri-bar handlebars on the combined cyclist-bicycle aerodynamics (Fig. 30a and b). The latter handlebar was similar to the one employed by LeMond in the last stage, an individual TT, of the 1989 Tour de France. This clip-on handlebar provided a drag reduction for the cyclist-bicycle combination between 13.7% and 15.5% compared to the tests with a cow-horn handlebar. Two reasons were given by Kyle (1989) to explain this result: (i) the clip-on handlebar enabled the cyclist to keep a more streamlined posture, with a flatter back and a lower frontal area; and (ii) a substantial portion of the cyclist’s body could be shielded by the arms. An optimization study of the clip-on handlebar was also performed, both in terms of bar inclination and elbow pad position. The elbow pads are the supports on the handlebar where the elbows lay. The best aerodynamic performance was obtained by positioning the pads inward rather than outward. The upward tilting of the bars (Fig. 30b) gave higher drag for two different elbow positions (+1.2% and +4.2%) and lower drag for one elbow position (−1.1%) compared to flat bars (Fig. 30a). However tilted bars still performed better than cow-horn handlebars.

Studies aimed at finding the best clip-on handlebar aerodynamic

Table 5

| Handlebar                  | Test section [m²] (W × H) | Speed [km/h] | Measurements
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dal Monte et al. (1987)</td>
<td>Cow-horn</td>
<td>11²,³</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle (1989)</td>
<td>Cow-horn &amp; Clip-on</td>
<td>3.0 × 2.1</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oggiano et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Clip-on</td>
<td>2.7 × 1.8</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood and Jermy (2010)</td>
<td>Clip-on</td>
<td>1.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwood and Jermy (2013)</td>
<td>Clip-on</td>
<td>1.5 × 1.5</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ W = width; H = height.
² The jet used in this open test-section wind tunnel had a semi-circular shape, therefore only the jet diameter is provided.
⁴ Open test section. The dimensions refer to the wind-tunnel jet.
⁵ D = drag [N]; CDA = drag area [m²]; ΔD = drag differences [N]; ΔP = power differences [W].
setup were also performed by Oggiano et al. (2008) and Underwood and Jermy (2013), both using WTs, see Table 5. The former tested 11 different cyclists on a TT bicycle using three handlebar positions. The results from the WT tests showed that a combined movement of the handlebar of 20 mm down and of 20 mm forward reduced the aerodynamic drag between 3.1% and 5.8% compared to the reference position of each cyclist. The latter tested 14 pedaling cyclists in a WT, focusing both on handlebar height and pad separation. Underwood and Jermy (2013) found a larger influence of the handlebar height than the pad separation in the drag optimization process for male cyclists, while both handlebar height and pad separation seemed equally important for female cyclists. Moreover, 10 of 14 cyclists obtained a drag reduction using lower handlebar heights thanks to the lower frontal area. For the remaining cyclists, it was argued that low handlebar positions forced them to raise the head to keep the line of vision, thus increasing their drag. The optimum pad separation was highly athlete dependent and a unique trend could not be found. Moreover, Underwood and Jermy (2013) suggested to choose a pad separation that facilitates the cyclist to keep the head low while maintaining the line of vision, since the pad separation had a smaller impact on the aerodynamic drag than the handlebar height. Lastly, they concluded that there was not a single handlebar position that provided the minimum drag for all the cyclists, so the optimal handlebar configuration was cyclist dependent.

Underwood and Jermy (2010) investigated the influence of the position of the hands on a clip-on handlebar. Eight cyclists were placed in a WT using their own TT position and equipment, only changing their hand position during the tests. Moreover, the cyclists were pedaling during the tests and the WT speed was set to 11.4 m/s, the maximum achievable by their WT. The drag results were then extrapolated for a speed of 15.6 m/s and 14.7 m/s respectively for male and female cyclists, and they were reported in terms of drag difference [N]. The four hand positions were defined as normal hand position (Fig. 31a), thumbs inside (Fig. 31b), fist grip (Fig. 31c) and arrow grip (Fig. 31d). The normal hand position was used as reference. Placing the thumbs inside, a higher drag was measured for four of the eight cyclists while a significantly lower drag was measured only for one cyclist (–1.09 N). Using the fist grip and arrow hand positions, no cyclists experienced a higher drag than with the normal hand position, several did not experience any significant drag differences whereas a drag reduction was achieved for three and four athletes, respectively: between 0.03 N and 0.19 N for the fist grip hand position and between 0.30 N and 1.17 N for the arrow hand position that came out as the best position among the four tested.

The last aspect investigated about handlebar aerodynamics is the cross-sectional shape, as done by Wurmtisch et al. (2010). Their aim was the design of a custom TT handlebar, developed starting from measurements of the upper limb muscular activity with the cross-sectional profile chosen according to the results of numerical simulations. These simulations were performed using a 2D potential flow method coupled with boundary layer equations on four possible handlebar cross-sectional shapes: Van de Vooren, NACA 16-033, Newman and wedge profiles (Fig. 32a). The lowest aerodynamic drag was achieved by the NACA 16-033 profile, respectively 2%, 6% and 20% lower than Van de Vooren, Newman and wedge profiles. The NACA profile was therefore used for the final design of a custom TT handlebar (Fig. 32b).

### 4.4. Other equipment

From the early 1980s, some TT bicycles have been designed taking into account also the aerodynamic behavior of small components, like cables, pedals and water bottles. Two examples were the Gitane Profil TT bicycle in 1980 (Cycles Gitane, 1980) and the aerodynamic Schauff developed between 1979 and 1980, and used for races in 1981 (US patent Des. 269,962 filed in 1980 by Hans Schauf). The Gitane Profil was one of the first TT bicycles tested by means of WT tests. These tests allowed to discriminate between bicycle components in terms of aerodynamic drag reduction. The tubes, including the seat post, were elongated and not circular for aerodynamic purposes. Furthermore cables were concealed inside the frame and the handlebar (Fig. 33a), the front breaks were placed behind the fork (Fig. 33a) and the bicycle was equipped with an aerodynamic water bottle (Fig. 33b). Moreover fillets were carefully brazed to obtain a smooth transition between the tubes.

The aerodynamic Schauff was also tested in a WT, see Fig. 27a in Subsection 4.3. This bicycle had a streamlined-shaped handlebar, see Fig. 28c in Section 4.3, internal cables and both front and rear brakes placed behind the fork and the seat-stays, respectively (Figs. 28c and 34a). Moreover the bicycle had an aerodynamic appendix behind the seat tube near the saddle (Fig. 34a).

In 1980, Shimano produced a new group-set where each bicycle component was aerodynamically optimized by frontal area reduction and/or streamlining (Shimano, 1980). For example, Fig. 34b and c show their 1980 aerodynamic free-hub, aero-bottle, derailleurs and pedals. However, this group-set did not become popular and it was discontinued few years after its first production (Kyle, 2001), despite its claimed superior aerodynamic performance. The aerodynamic studies in late 1970s and early 1980s were indeed often not taken in serious consideration and only after 1984, aerodynamics succeeded in achieving a breakthrough in cycling (Hinault and Genzling, 1988). That year, Moser realized the new world hour record (51,151 m) and the USA cycling team raced in the Olympic Games with aerodynamic bicycles, winning 9 out of 24 medals in the cycling competitions, although it should be mentioned that the Soviet Union and former Eastern bloc countries such as the DDR (East Germany) boycotted those Olympic Games.

The aerodynamic influence of small components was also studied by Kyle during the development of the so called “funny bicycle”, used by the USA team in the Olympic Games of 1984. Kyle and Burke (1984) and Kyle (1998b, 1995a) provided tables with the drag reduction/increase obtained by changing large bicycle elements like wheels, helmets and frames but also by changing small elements like pedals and water bottles. In each table, only the speed of 48 km/h was specified, while no information was given about the reference drag of the combined cyclist-bicycle system, the bicycle used and the cyclist position. With the scope of giving a reference value to the readers, the present authors report that in Kyle and Burke (1984) and Kyle (1998b, 1995a), drag values of about 31 N–36 N were measured at 48 km/h for a cyclist on a “standard” track bicycle, thus not a prototype bicycle. Using an aerodynamic crank set together with a single front full-disc sprocket 52T reduced the drag by 0.14 N and by 0.21 N compared to a standard crank with a single sprocket 52T or a set of two standard sprockets 42T/52T, respectively. Replacing the standard water bottle with an aero water bottle further reduced the drag (0.13 N) and also replacing standard shifters with aero shifters gave an aerodynamic advantage (0.08 N). Note that shifters were still located on the downtube and not on the handlebar and that finger-tip shifters should provide further advantages in terms of drag reduction. Removal of all cables also provided advantages in terms of aerodynamic drag: the drag of isolated cables in crossflow was found to be 0.16 N/m while the drag of sheathed cables (5 mm diameter), i.e. the cables together with the cable housing, was 0.50 N/m in crossflow. In addition to the aforementioned aerodynamic improvements, several other suggestions were provided by Kyle (1995a) to reduce the drag of small details: wheel-mounting nuts should be recessed into the tubes or lattes to smoothen the airflow around them. A smooth bicycle shape without joints is achievable when creating a bicycle as a single monocoque, thus a single shell frame. An example is the 1992 monocoque frame bicycle used by Boardman (Fig. 35a and Fig. 20a in Subsection 4.1). This bicycle had a mono-blade fork: it used a single blade to connect the frame and the wheel, instead of the common forks with two legs (Hill, 1993). In addition the mono-blade fork had an airfoil-shape. A quantification of the drag reduction due to this single element was not provided, however it can reasonably be argued that using one single blade...
Instead of a fork with two legs, a fork with one leg should provide a considerable reduction in aerodynamic drag since the flow is less disturbed due to the absence of one fork's leg. However, single-leg fork bicycles were not new; actually, one of the first examples of such a bicycle was the “Invincible” Safety of Surrey Machinists Co. in 1888 (Sharp, 1896) (Fig. 35b), although aerodynamic performance was likely not a target here.

The fork shape is also important for the overall aerodynamic characteristics of the bicycle. Martin and Cobb (2002) found that streamlined tubes are aerodynamically efficient not only for the frame, but also for the forks. Forks with airfoil-shaped legs reduced the drag of the cyclist-bicycle combination by 2.5% compared to that of a cyclist riding a bicycle equipped with a fork consisting of oval-shaped legs. On the other hand, oversized circular-shaped fork legs had a drag that was about 2.3% higher than oval-shaped fork legs.

Another important aerodynamic detail is the space between the fork and the front wheel, since the fork can be placed farther away from the wheel or closer to the wheel. Placing it farther away from the wheels was used for example by the UK team in the Olympic Games in 2012 (Boardman, 2015), whereas placing it closer was chosen for the bicycle used in the 2015 world hour record achievement by Wiggins (Cicli Pinarello Spa, 2015). The latter is described in a white paper of the manufacturing company, which states that a fork closer to the wheel generated less drag force for their bicycle (Cicli Pinarello Spa, 2015). It should be noted that this publication and the results reported in it were not peer reviewed and it refers to only one bicycle and one set of disc wheels. The present authors argue that a different behavior might likely be observed with different wheel types, e.g. disc or spoked wheels. Further CFD simulations and/or WTs tests with different bicycles and wheels are therefore needed to understand the flow topology resulting from the interaction between wheel and fork and its effects on the aerodynamic performance.

In the last few years, there has also been a transition from rim brakes to disc brakes. The presence of a new element attached to the bicycle frame opens room to designers to aerodynamically optimize the interaction between these brakes, the wheels and the frame. An example from an internal

---

**Fig. 31.** (a) Normal hand position; (b) Thumbs inside; (c) Fist grip; (d) Arrow grip (adapted from Underwood and Jermy, 2010; reproduced with permission from Elsevier).

**Fig. 32.** (a) Different handlebar horizontal tube profiles analyzed (adapted from Wurnitsch et al., 2010); (b) Optimized handlebar design (source: Wurnitsch et al., 2010; reproduced with permission from Elsevier).

**Fig. 33.** (a) Gitane Profil with front breaks placed behind the fork and cables concealed inside the frame (reproduced with permission from “www.speedbicycles.ch”); (b) Gitane Profil with aerodynamic water bottle (reproduced with permission from “http://www.velocompetition.com”).

**Fig. 34.** (a) Aerodynamic appendices behind the seat tube in the aerodynamic Schauff bicycle (reproduced with permission from Schauff); (b) Shimano first aerodynamically optimized group-set (source: Shimano catalogue 1980); (c) Detail of the aerodynamically optimized pedal by Shimano (source: Shimano catalogue 1981).

**Fig. 35.** (a) Bicycle with monocoque frame and mono-blade fork in the bicycle used by Boardman in the Olympic Games in 1992 (reproduced with permission from “father_TU/Flickr”); (b) Single-leg fork used in the “Invincible” safety bicycle of Surrey Machinists Co., dated 1888 (reproduced with permission from Grace’s Guide to British Industrial History, 2016).
CFD study for a contemporary leading bicycle manufacturer is shown in Fig. 36.

5. Summary, conclusions and future perspectives

The present review paper addresses cycling aerodynamics with primary focus on the racing bicycle and its main components, both from an historical perspective and from a quantitative point of view. It consists of three parts. In the first part, a brief history of the bicycle is provided, from the first bicycle, the so-called “Draisienne” in 1817, to the commonly accepted first modern bicycle, “the Rover Safety” in 1885. The second part presents both the mathematical models that describe the cycling physics, and the methods to assess the aerodynamic forces and moments, i.e. field tests, wind tunnel (WT) measurements and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations. The last part focuses on the aerodynamics of the bicycle and its components, with subsections dealing with each main bicycle element, frame, wheels and handlebar, and a subsection describing the aerodynamics of small bicycle elements, such as cable, forks and water bottles. In each subsection the historical evolution of each component is first presented, with references to relevant records and important achievements. Next, the actual state-of-the-art is discussed. The aerodynamics of a cyclist and its wearable equipment, like skinsuits and helmets, and the impact of drafting on cycling performance will be treated in a follow-up paper of the present review paper.

In summary, the aerodynamic drag is of major importance in cycling since it is the major resistive force, up to 90%, for cyclists riding on flat terrain at high speeds. The present paper shows that already in the late 1890s and early 1900s a certain degree of knowledge – mainly empirical – was present about the impact of aerodynamics on cycling: the first cycling mathematical models were available (Bourlet, 1894), and a first aerodynamic improvement phase included the first recumbent bicycles and streamlined enclosures for bicycles that were designed in 1895 and in 1913, respectively, and disc wheels, fours spoke wheels and dropped handlebar were available around the 1890s. In addition, there were races where cyclists drafted in the wake of multi-tandem bicycles, motorcycles or trains already in late 1800s, in which the cyclists reached speeds beyond 100 km/h. However, to the best of authors knowledge, noteworthy aerodynamic innovations did not occur in cycling after the UCI non-recognized world hour record of Faure in 1939 (50,537 m in 1 h), achieved driving a recumbent bicycle with a streamlined enclosure, and up to the 1970s, albeit that the first WT tests on cyclist reduced-scale models and real cyclists were already performed in the 1950s. The latter tests quantitatively showed the impact of aerodynamics in cycling.

A second bicycle aerodynamic improvement phase started in the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the first streamlined tubes used for bicycle frames, streamlined handlebars mounted at different positions along the head tube, aerodynamic water bottles and concealed cables. This rediscovery of the influence of cycling aerodynamics culminated with the world hour record of Moser in 1984, achieved on a bicycle tested in a WT and equipped with a pair of modern disc wheels. As stated by Hinault and Genzling (1988): “It wasn’t until Francesco Moser broke the world hour record in 1984 on a bicycle with sloping frame and disk wheels that aerodynamic studies on cyclists were taken seriously”. Since then, the aerodynamic research in cycling has increased rapidly, year after year, despite the introduction of UCI rules aimed at preserving the bicycle appearance and limiting the role of innovation and technology in cycling performance (Kyle, 2001; Schmitz, 1990).

One of the bicycle components that has been most regulated is the frame. The frame is the core constituent of a bicycle. In the 1990s, monocoque bicycle frames were introduced, which not only significantly improved the aerodynamic performance of the bicycle but also drastically changed the bicycle shape. The latter pushed the UCI to ban them in 2000 by enforcing the use of diamond-frames, although a moderate use of aerodynamic shapes for the tubes was and is still allowed. While the UCI rules provide constraints regarding the frame of the bicycle, they still leave ample room for aerodynamic optimization of the bicycle. The drag of the frame can still be further reduced varying the tubes shape, length and angles, albeit the aerodynamic optimization should not be done at the expenses of the cyclist biomechanical efficiency, which is linked with the capability of a cyclist to produce power.

A second main component of the bicycle whose aerodynamics has been largely studied is the wheel. Studies are often not limited to a single yaw condition, zero degrees, but also to other yaw conditions, so the impact of crosswinds on wheel aerodynamics can be assessed. The crosswind might generate the so called “sail effect”, i.e. the generation of a lift force with a component on the wheel streamwise direction: this lift component helps reducing the drag force acting on the wheel streamwise direction. This effect is more pronounced for disc wheels, tri-spoke wheels and spoked wheels with deep-rim. On the other hand, the side force is generally higher for these type of wheels and may cause turning instabilities and difficulties for the cyclist to ride straight. Moreover, lowering the number of spokes and decreasing the tire width have a beneficial impact on the aerodynamic drag, thus the performance of the cyclist. Therefore the aerodynamic optimization of the wheel needs to consider not only the aerodynamic drag, but also the side force, the rotational and yawing moments at different yaw angles. However, large discrepancies are present in the results from different studies, both experimental and computational, causing a reduction in confidence in the current testing and simulations methods. It is therefore necessary to define, for the wheel and the bicycle, protocols and guidelines to perform accurate and uniform WT tests and CFD simulations, so results from different researchers and manufacturers can be better compared. Future research would also benefit from comparisons between results of CFD simulations and detailed flow field measurements obtained in WT tests. Additional field measurements would also help the transfer of knowledge, gained in a controlled environment such as in WT tests and CFD simulations, to the real world, where environmental conditions like the wind play an important role.

The standard practice in WT tests and CFD simulations of wheel aerodynamics is to focus on an isolated wheel. The term isolated refers to an isolated wheel. The term isolated refers to the absence of the frame but with the inclusion of a slender support structure in WT tests, and with potential presence of a nearby flat surface, roller or rolling belt representing the ground. On the one hand, this focus on isolated wheels is justified because testing the wheels together with
the rest of the bicycle and the rider will unavoidably render the results on wheel performance dependent on the bicycle and on the rider, which complicates a clear inter-comparison of different wheels. A uniform WT testing and CFD simulation methodology should also be clear and not unnecessary complicated, which advocates tests that do not include the bicycle, let alone the rider. On the other hand, the final goal is the drag reduction of the whole system of the bicycle – including all components. Therefore, both types of WT tests and CFD simulations are necessary. Future research and development should focus on uniform and unambiguous testing methodologies but also on more integrated assessments using with WT testing, CFD and field testing.

Also for other components like the handlebar, the impact of the aerodynamics should not only be assessed on the bare bicycle, given that besides the direct aerodynamic impact of the handlebar on the total cyclist-bicycle drag, there is a – large – indirect contribution on the total drag due to its interaction with the cyclist position: a different handlebar might enable the cyclist to keep a more aerodynamic position on the bicycle. Therefore studies on handlebar aerodynamics are intrinsically connected with the aerodynamics of the cyclist position, nevertheless handlebar shape optimization might still bring aerodynamic gains useful to improve the performance of elite cyclists. In writing this review paper, the authors have also observed difficulties to present generalized results that could apply to all the cyclists about the optimal aerodynamic configuration for aero-bars: elite cyclists need personalized handlebars, thus they need to be either personally tested in a WT or 3D scanned so that a 3D printed model can be realized and tested in a WT or the 3D scan used in a CFD simulation. Future studies should also analyze a large sample of cyclists and try to find correlations between the handlebar position and cyclist anthropometric quantities such as height and arm length.

Small bicycle component can also provide aerodynamic gains which can help elite cyclists to further improve their performance. However, the aerodynamic impact of these small elements might be difficult to measure in a WT as the drag differences between different versions of the same small bicycle component can reside within the measuring accuracy of the force balances. On the other hand, CFD simulations enable the computation of the drag caused by each bicycle element, therefore CFD simulations have the potential to provide further insights in the aerodynamic optimization of small bicycle equipment.

This review has shown that by far most previous quantitative and published studies were performed by WT tests, and that field testing and CFD appeared less often used. However, it should be noted that this review and therefore also this view is mainly based on published information provided in books, journal articles and proceedings of international conferences. It is well-known that field testing is intensively applied in practice, as well as wind tunnel testing, while CFD is much less often used. CFD holds considerable advantages but also considerable disadvantages, and both must be carefully weighed against each other for every specific project. CFD does provide whole-flow field data and therefore provides the largest degree of physical insight in the aerodynamic behavior of the bicycle and its components, as mentioned above. On the other hand, CFD for bicycle aerodynamics is very time-consuming and prone to error. The correct reproduction of separation and reattachment lines, vortex shedding and associated phenomena require very high near-wall grid resolutions and advanced turbulence modelling. The grids should generally contain wall-adjacent cells with sizes down to 0.020 mm (Blocken et al., 2018a, 2018b). This implies that a computational grid for a single bicycle may contain several tens of millions of computational cells. These stringent grid requirements in combination with the large sensitivity of the CFD results to the wide range of computational parameters that have to be chosen by the user call for the establishment of specific CFD best practice guidelines for bicycle aerodynamics, similar to those that have been developed for other aerodynamics applications in the past two decades, such as building aerodynamics (Blocken, 2015; Blocken and Gualtieri, 2012; Franke et al., 2007, 2010; Tominaga et al., 2008) and automotive external aerodynamics (Lanfrit, 2005).

The complexity of bicycle aerodynamics does not only entail difficulties in terms of WT tests, CFD simulations, field testing and practical design considerations. It also provides continuing challenges and opportunities, as this complexity and the many degrees of design freedom that remain leave ample room for further aerodynamic innovations and improvements.
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